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Abstract
Choreographing musical light shows has previously required expensive professional equipment and experienced personnel. A Mac application, Aurora, was developed to control Phillips Hue Light LED light bulbs to emulate the eﬀects of more complex professional lighting systems. Aurora makes it possible to choreograph dazzling
lighting eﬀects to musical tracks.

Introduction and Background
Amazing light shows and visuals at large music festivals or dance clubs add
enormous dimension to the palpable excitement and emotion felt by the attendees.
People congregate in masses and spend money to experience the enhanced stimulation of their visual and auditory sensory organs. It would be awesome if it were possible
to replicate this type of emotion in a smaller setting, for example, a house party. Aurora
was built to provide a platform that allows vibrant light shows to be experienced in a
smaller setting.
Previously, there has never been a reasonably priced consumer product that
provided the functionality that was required to produce professional quality lighting effects. Then Phillips released the Hue in December??? 2012. The Hue light is capable of
being wirelessly controlled to produce stunning HSV colors while having the same form
and function of a normal light bulb. These bulbs are available for purchase from any
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Apple Store, making them available to any consumer wishing to create their own light
shows.
Aurora, a custom OS X application, was built to extend the functionality of the
Hue lights so that they may easily be used to make light shows. Aurora connects to
Spotify, a popular music streaming application, to allow the user to choreograph light
shows to any of their favorite songs available on the service. Though, a requirement to
interface with Spotify as a third-party application the user must have a Premium payed
subscription to the Spotify service [2].

Project Definition and Goals
This project aims to bring the experience of choreographing and playing back
musical light shows to hobbyists and enthusiasts without professional light engineering
experience.
Aurora provides the following set of features:
• Play through a playlist of Spotify tracks
• Each track has a unique light show
• Light shows are saved and editable
• Light eﬀects are queued to occur to a certain light at a specified time in the
track’s playback
• A light show is a collection of light eﬀects
• Support any number of HUE lights
Computer Engineering • Cal Poly San Luis Obispo • June 2013
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Typical Use Case
Setting up an Aurora light show is simple. First, one must connect the Hue
bridge to a wifi router with an ethernet cable. Then install the Hue lights in standard
light sockets. Be careful to not put the Hue light on a dimming circuit! The Zigbee internals and LED lights will not be able to handle higher impedance and lower voltage
and will cause the lights to malfunction.
Once the Hue hardware is set up, connect the Macintosh computer to the network that the bridge is on. Open the Aurora application and when prompted by the application depress the button on the top of the Hue bridge to initiate software pairing
sequence. Pairing with the Hue will only need to be done once per computer running
the Aurora application. Then log into Aurora with credentials for a Spotify Premium
subscription account.
Once login succeeds the user will be presented with a list of their existing
playlists in the left column and the tracks in the selected playlist in the right column.
Double clicking a playlist will set it as currently playing. Double click a track to edit a
track’s light show. In the titlebar we can see the currently playing track information
along with standard music player controls.
When editing a track’s light show the interface resembles the what is found in
the Garageband app that is bundle in iLife for OS X. Though instead of each row representing a Instrument voice, the rows represent a connected Hue light. The eﬀects that
are scheduled for the light will show up as blocks in the right gray column. Right clickComputer Engineering • Cal Poly San Luis Obispo • June 2013
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ing in an unpopulated area of the timeline view will bring up a menu to select the type
of eﬀect to insert. Once inserted the eﬀect may be clicked on to bring up the editing
popover that is used to configure the attributes of the eﬀect.

System Design
The software and hardware for Aurora are designed to be accessible for an average consumer to set up in their own home. The lighting equipment may be purchased online or from an Apple Store. At this time (June 2013) a Philips Hue starter
pack is available for $199.95 from the Apple store. The starter pack contains 3 Hue
LED lamps and the hue bridge. Aurora was written for the OS X platform using and requires a Mac running OS X 10.8 or higher.
Aurora provides the interface for the user to edit and control the light shows. It
communicates to the Hue bridge over HTTP. The bridge parses the HTTP requests and
dispatches commands wirelessly to the bulbs over a Zigbee IEEE 802.15.4 mesh network.

Software Design
GUI
The GUI was written in objective-c with the Cocoa framework. The interesting
part of the user interface is the editor view (Figure 3). Since there was no available interface elements that could be used to represent the channels, all the views and drawings had to be created from scratch. Along with the drawing code, all the user interactions, such as handling copy, paste and arrow keys had custom implementations.
Computer Engineering • Cal Poly San Luis Obispo • June 2013
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Effect Engine
The eﬀect engine is the system that synchronizes playback of the Spotify track
with dispatching the corresponding eﬀects. Each track has a timeline object that consists of one or more channels. Each channel, which corresponds to a light connected
to the Hue bridge, contains a list of eﬀects. The eﬀects in the channel are sorted by
their start time in the track. The playback coordinator will query the timeline for the effects that will occur within 0.3 seconds of the current track position every time that a
new audio buﬀer block is decoded and sent to the audio player.
All the objects contained within a timeline are serializable with the NSCoding
protocol so that they may be written to disk and recalled when the app is closed and
relaunched. The NSCoding protocol also enables easy pasteboard writing and reading
for copy and paste operations.
DPHue Library
The DPHue library, originally developed by Dan Parsons, is an Objective-C implementation of the Hue’s REST api. This library was cloned and modified to better suit
the needs of the Aurora applications. The improvements and bug fixes to this library
can be found on github[3].
CocoaLibSpotify
CocoaLibSpotify is an objective-c wrapper around the C libspotify that is released by Spotify itself. It provides the ability to login, search, load, and play Spotify
data in a third-party application. Aurora required a few additions to this library to inte-
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grated the with the eﬀect engine, but all modifications were implemented in categories
within the Aurora repository [1].
INAppStoreWindow
The INAppStoreWindow class is a clone of the window with a large titlebar as
seen in the AppStore app on OS X 10.8. This window subclass allowed for dynamic
views to be placed in the titlebar while maintaining the native appearance.

System Analysis
The Hue bridge provides both read and write capabilities for the lights, but has
an HTTP rate limit of 10 requests per second. Unfortunately the HTTP payloads for
multiple lights cannot be coalesced into a single HTTP packet. Therefore, each light
must receive a separate packet for each scheduled change. This leads to an inverse
relationship between the number of lights in the system and the frequency at which the
changes can be scheduled. My personal setup contains 5 Hue lights which limits the
maximum rate at which all the lights can change to 2 hertz.
Overall the system that was developed produces impressive visual eﬀects once
the user has input the light show through the editor interface in the app. The only
drawbacks are the time that it takes to input the eﬀects. Because the editor is still in
prototype stage it requires the user to tediously add and edit each eﬀect. In my experience I can produce about 1 minute of light show choreography per hour. So an average
light show of 60 minutes will take approximately 2.5 days of work to choreograph.
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Future Development and Improvements
Aurora in the prototype stage is provides a complete end to end light show creation platform, but it does suﬀer from many usability and user interaction issues. First,
the editor view would greatly benefit from multiple eﬀect selection. Currently it is only
possible to select a single eﬀect and copy from light channel to light channel. But often
when editing I have found myself wanting to copy multiple eﬀects from light channel to
light channel. This would allow for multiple eﬀects to be created and configured in one
light channel then copied into others. It would also make adjusting the start time of
many eﬀects at the same time much easier.
Another valuable improvement would be to add more eﬀects that perform DSP
functions on the output sound wave. This would allow for lights to automatically respond to the music waveform without the user having to enter all of the eﬀects individually. A high pass, low pass, and notch filter eﬀect could trigger either a color
change or toggle the light on or oﬀ.
Light show creation allows the user to express their creativity in a unique way.
After hours of work creating a set list of songs that have beautiful choreography it
would be a shame if no one was able to recognize the user for their work. A light show
online community or store would help users share their work and possibly be compensated for it. Users could upload their light shows, share with friends or sell set lists that
they have created.
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Appendix A (Screenshots)

Figure 1: Spotify Login Sheet
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Figure 2: Spotify Playlist View

Figure 3: Light Show Editor View
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Figure 4: Color Key Frame Edit Popover
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Figure 5: Strobe Edit Popover
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Appendix B (Code)
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

AUAppDelegate.h
Aurora
Created by Jason Dreisbach on 5/1/13.
Copyright (c) 2013 Jason Dreisbach. All rights reserved.

#import
#import
#import
#import

<Cocoa/Cocoa.h>
<DPHue.h>
<CocoaLibSpotify/CocoaLibSpotify.h>
"BFNavigationController.h"

@interface AUAppDelegate : NSObject <NSApplicationDelegate, SPSessionDelegate, DPHueDelegate, BFNavigationControllerDelegate>
@property (strong) IBOutlet NSObjectController *playbackObjectController;
@property NSInteger tabSelectionIndex;
- (IBAction)showLoginSheet:(id)sender;
- (IBAction)playPause:(id)sender;
- (IBAction)nextTrack:(id)sender;
- (IBAction)previousTrack:(id)sender;
@end
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

AUApplication.h
Aurora
Created by Jason Dreisbach on 5/17/13.
Copyright (c) 2013 Jason Dreisbach. All rights reserved.

#import <Cocoa/Cocoa.h>
@interface AUApplication : NSApplication
@end
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

AUArrayTransformer.h
Aurora
Created by Jason Dreisbach on 5/4/13.
Copyright (c) 2013 Jason Dreisbach. All rights reserved.

#import <Cocoa/Cocoa.h>
@interface AUArrayTransformer : NSValueTransformer
@end
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

AUBottomBarView.h
Aurora
Created by Jason Dreisbach on 5/22/13.
Copyright (c) 2013 Jason Dreisbach. All rights reserved.

#import <Cocoa/Cocoa.h>
@interface AUBottomBarView : NSView
@end
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

AUTimelineCellView.h
Aurora
Created by Jason Dreisbach on 5/4/13.
Copyright (c) 2013 Jason Dreisbach. All rights reserved.

#import <Cocoa/Cocoa.h>
@class AUTimelineChannel;
@interface AUChannelView : NSView
- (id)initWithFrame:(NSRect)frameRect channel:(AUTimelineChannel *)channel;
- (void)layoutView;
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@property (strong) AUTimelineChannel *channel;
@end
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

AUColorEffect.h
Aurora
Created by Jason Dreisbach on 5/22/13.
Copyright (c) 2013 Jason Dreisbach. All rights reserved.

#import "AUEffect.h"
@interface AUColorEffect : AUEffect
@property (strong) NSColor *color;
@property BOOL onOFF;
@end
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

AUDummyLight.h
Aurora
Created by Jason Dreisbach on 5/17/13.
Copyright (c) 2013 Jason Dreisbach. All rights reserved.

#import <DPHue.h>
@interface AUDummyLight : DPHueLight
@property (nonatomic, strong) NSString *name;
@property (nonatomic, strong) NSNumber *number;
@end
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

AUEditorCellView.h
Aurora
Created by Jason Dreisbach on 5/17/13.
Copyright (c) 2013 Jason Dreisbach. All rights reserved.

#import <Cocoa/Cocoa.h>
@interface AUEditorCellView : NSTableCellView
@end
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

AUEffect.h
Aurora
Created by Jason Dreisbach on 4/5/13.
Copyright (c) 2013 Jason Dreisbach. All rights reserved.

#import "AUEffectEditViewController.h"
@interface AUEffect : NSObject <NSCoding, NSCopying>
#pragma mark - Readonly properties
+
+
+
+
-

(NSString *)name;
(NSString *)toolTip;
(NSImage *)image;
(NSString *)editViewNibName;
(NSColor *)backgroundColor;
(AUEffectEditViewController *)editViewController;

#pragma mark - Settable Properties
@property NSTimeInterval startTime;
@property NSTimeInterval duration;
#pragma mark - Delegate
// Returns an NSDictionary of json payoloads keyed by their start time
- (NSDictionary *)payloads;
@end
//
//
//
//
//
//

AUEffectCollectionViewItem.h
Aurora
Created by Jason Dreisbach on 4/5/13.
Copyright (c) 2013 Jason Dreisbach. All rights reserved.
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//
#import <Cocoa/Cocoa.h>
@class

AUEffectViewController;

@interface AUEffectCollectionViewItem : NSCollectionViewItem
@property (strong, nonatomic) IBOutlet AUEffectViewController *effectViewController;
@end
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

AUEffectEditViewController.h
Aurora
Created by Jason Dreisbach on 5/23/13.
Copyright (c) 2013 Jason Dreisbach. All rights reserved.

#import <Cocoa/Cocoa.h>
@protocol AUEffectEditViewControllerDelegate <NSObject>
- (void)saveEffect:(id)sender;
- (void)deleteEffect:(id)sender;
@end
@interface AUEffectEditViewController : NSViewController
- (IBAction)saveEffect:(id)sender;
- (IBAction)deleteEffect:(id)sender;
@property (weak) id<AUEffectEditViewControllerDelegate> delegate;
@end
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

AUEffectTestViewController.h
Aurora
Created by Jason Dreisbach on 4/5/13.
Copyright (c) 2013 Jason Dreisbach. All rights reserved.

#import <Cocoa/Cocoa.h>
@interface AUEffectTestViewController : NSViewController <NSTableViewDelegate>
@property (strong) IBOutlet NSArrayController *effectsArrayController;
@property (strong) IBOutlet NSCollectionView *effectCollectionView;
@property (strong) IBOutlet NSArrayController *lightsArrayController;
@property (strong) IBOutlet NSTableView *lightTableView;

@end
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

AUEffectView.h
Aurora
Created by Jason Dreisbach on 5/22/13.
Copyright (c) 2013 Jason Dreisbach. All rights reserved.

#import <Cocoa/Cocoa.h>
#import "AUEffectEditViewController.h"
@class AUEffect;
@interface AUEffectView : NSView <AUEffectEditViewControllerDelegate>
@property (strong) AUEffect *effect;
- (void)layoutView;
@end
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

AULightCellView.h
Aurora
Created by Jason Dreisbach on 5/4/13.
Copyright (c) 2013 Jason Dreisbach. All rights reserved.
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#import <Cocoa/Cocoa.h>
@interface AULightCellView : NSTableCellView
@end
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

AULightColorView.h
Aurora
Created by Jason Dreisbach on 3/29/13.
Copyright (c) 2013 Jason Dreisbach. All rights reserved.

#import "DPHueBridge.h"
@interface AULightColorView : NSView
@property (strong, nonatomic) NSColor *color;
@property (strong, nonatomic) NSColor *strokeColor;
@end
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

AULightIndexTransformer.h
Aurora
Created by Jason Dreisbach on 5/4/13.
Copyright (c) 2013 Jason Dreisbach. All rights reserved.

#import <Foundation/Foundation.h>
@interface AULightIndexTransformer : NSValueTransformer
@end
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

AULightTableCellView.h
Aurora
Created by Jason Dreisbach on 3/29/13.
Copyright (c) 2013 Jason Dreisbach. All rights reserved.

#import <Cocoa/Cocoa.h>
@interface AULightTableCellView : NSTableCellView
@end
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

AULinkedScrollView.h
celltest
Created by Jason Dreisbach on 5/10/13.
Copyright (c) 2013 Jason Dreisbach. All rights reserved.

#import <Cocoa/Cocoa.h>
@interface AULinkedScrollView : NSScrollView
@end
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

AUNavigationController.h
Aurora
Created by Jason Dreisbach on 5/22/13.
Copyright (c) 2013 Jason Dreisbach. All rights reserved.

#import "BFNavigationController.h"
@class AUTitlebarView;
@class AUBottomBarView;
@interface AUNavigationController : BFNavigationController
@property (strong) IBOutlet AUTitlebarView *titleBarView;
@property (strong) IBOutlet AUBottomBarView *bottomBarView;
@end
//
//
//
//
//

AUPlaybackCoordinator.h
Aurora
Created by Jason Dreisbach on 5/4/13.
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//
//

Copyright (c) 2013 Jason Dreisbach. All rights reserved.

#import <Foundation/Foundation.h>
#import <CocoaLibSpotify/CocoaLibSpotify.h>
@interface AUPlaybackCoordinator : SPPlaybackManager
+ (id)sharedInstance;
+ (id)initializeSharedInstance;
@property (nonatomic, strong) SPPlaylist *currentPlaylist;
- (void)previousTrack;
- (void)nextTrack;
@property (readonly) NSString *trackPositionString;
@end
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

AURootViewController.h
Aurora
Created by Jason Dreisbach on 5/22/13.
Copyright (c) 2013 Jason Dreisbach. All rights reserved.

#import "AUViewController.h"
@interface AURootViewController : AUViewController
@end
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

AUScrollView.h
Aurora
Created by Jason Dreisbach on 5/4/13.
Copyright (c) 2013 Jason Dreisbach. All rights reserved.

#import <Cocoa/Cocoa.h>
@interface AUScrollView : NSScrollView
@property (strong) NSColor *customBackgroundColor;
@end
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

AUPerformanceEditViewController.h
Aurora
Created by Jason Dreisbach on 3/7/13.
Copyright (c) 2013 Jason Dreisbach. All rights reserved.

#import "AUViewController.h"
@class AUTimeline;
@interface AUSongEditorViewController : AUViewController <NSTableViewDelegate,NSTableViewDataSource>
@property (readonly) AUTimeline *timeline;
@end
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

AULoginViewController.h
Aurora
Created by Jason Dreisbach on 4/22/13.
Copyright (c) 2013 Jason Dreisbach. All rights reserved.

#import <Cocoa/Cocoa.h>
#import <CocoaLibSpotify/CocoaLibSpotify.h>
@interface AUSpotifyLoginPanelController : NSWindowController <NSControlTextEditingDelegate>
{
IBOutlet NSTextField *_usernameField;
IBOutlet NSTextField *_passwordField;
IBOutlet NSButton *_signInButton;
IBOutlet NSProgressIndicator *_progressIndicator;
}
- (IBAction)signIn:(id)sender;
- (void)save;
- (void)reset;
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@end
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

AUSpotifyViewController.h
Aurora
Created by Jason Dreisbach on 2/6/13.
Copyright (c) 2013 Jason Dreisbach. All rights reserved.

#import "AUViewController.h"
#import <CocoaLibSpotify/CocoaLibSpotify.h>
@interface AUSpotifyViewController : AUViewController <NSTableViewDelegate, SPSessionDelegate>
- (void)editSong:(id)sender;
- (SPSession *)spotifySession;
@end
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

AUStrobeEffect.h
Aurora
Created by Jason Dreisbach on 4/5/13.
Copyright (c) 2013 Jason Dreisbach. All rights reserved.

#import "AUEffect.h"
@interface AUStrobe : AUEffect
@property (strong) NSColor *color;
@property NSTimeInterval frequency;
@property NSTimeInterval transitionTime;
@property BOOL fullOff;
@end
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

AUTimeIntervalTransformer.h
Aurora
Created by Jason Dreisbach on 5/16/13.
Copyright (c) 2013 Jason Dreisbach. All rights reserved.

#import <Foundation/Foundation.h>
@interface AUTimeIntervalTransformer : NSValueTransformer
@end
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

AUEffectTimeline.h
Aurora
Created by Jason Dreisbach on 5/4/13.
Copyright (c) 2013 Jason Dreisbach. All rights reserved.

#import <Foundation/Foundation.h>
@class AUTimelineChannel;
@interface AUTimeline : NSObject <NSCoding>
@property NSTimeInterval duration;
@property double zoomLevel;
- (id)initWithContentsOfPath:(NSString *)filePath;
- (void)writeToFile:(NSString *)filePath;
- (NSArray *)channels;
- (void)addChannel:(AUTimelineChannel *)channel;
- (void)removeChannel:(AUTimelineChannel *)channel;
@end
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

AUTimelineChannel.h
Aurora
Created by Jason Dreisbach on 5/13/13.
Copyright (c) 2013 Jason Dreisbach. All rights reserved.

#import <Foundation/Foundation.h>
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@class AUTimeline;
@class AUEffect;
@class DPHueLight;
@interface AUTimelineChannel : NSObject <NSCoding>
@property (weak) AUTimeline *timeline;
@property (strong) DPHueLight *light;
- (void)addEffect:(AUEffect *)effect;
- (void)removeEffect:(AUEffect *)effect;
- (NSArray *)effects;
- (NSArray *)effectsFrom:(NSTimeInterval)begin to:(NSTimeInterval)end;
@end
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

AUTitlebarView.h
Aurora
Created by Jason Dreisbach on 5/22/13.
Copyright (c) 2013 Jason Dreisbach. All rights reserved.

#import <Cocoa/Cocoa.h>
@interface AUTitlebarView : NSView
@end
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

AUView.h
Aurora
Created by Jason Dreisbach on 5/4/13.
Copyright (c) 2013 Jason Dreisbach. All rights reserved.

#import <Cocoa/Cocoa.h>
@interface AUView : NSView
@property (strong) NSColor *customBackgroundColor;
@end
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

AUViewController.h
Aurora
Created by Jason Dreisbach on 5/22/13.
Copyright (c) 2013 Jason Dreisbach. All rights reserved.

#import <Cocoa/Cocoa.h>
#import "BFViewController.h"
#import "AUView.h"
@interface AUViewController : NSViewController <BFViewController>
@property (weak) BFNavigationController *navigationController;
@property (strong) IBOutlet NSView *titleBarView;
@property (strong) IBOutlet NSView *bottomBarView;
@property (readonly) AUView *au_view;
- (IBAction)back:(id)sender;
-

(void)pushViewController:(NSViewController *)viewController animated:(BOOL)animated;
(NSViewController *)popViewControllerAnimated:(BOOL)animated;
(NSArray *)popToRootViewControllerAnimated:(BOOL)animated;
(NSArray *)popToViewController:(NSViewController *)viewController animated:(BOOL)animated;

@end
//
//
//
//
//
//

BFNavigationController.h
Created by Heiko Dreyer on 26.04.12.
Copyright (c) 2012 boxedfolder.com. All rights reserved.

#import <Cocoa/Cocoa.h>
@class BFNavigationController;
@protocol BFNavigationControllerDelegate <NSObject>
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///--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------/// @name Customizing Behavior
///--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------@optional
/**
* Sent to the receiver just after the navigation controller displays a view controller’s view and navigation item properties.
*/
-(void)navigationController: (BFNavigationController *)navigationController didShowViewController: (NSViewController *)viewController animated: (BOOL)animated;
/**
* Sent to the receiver just before the navigation controller displays a view controller’s view and navigation item properties.
*/
-(void)navigationController: (BFNavigationController *)navigationController willShowViewController: (NSViewController *)viewController animated:(BOOL)animated;
@end
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
@interface BFNavigationController : NSViewController
///--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------/// @name Creating Navigation Controllers
///--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------/**
* Initializes and returns a newly created navigation controller.
*/
-(id)initWithFrame: (NSRect)frame rootViewController: (NSViewController *)controller;
///--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------/// @name Accessing Items on the Navigation Stack
///--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------/**
* The view controller at the top of the navigation stack. (read-only)
*/
@property (nonatomic, readonly)NSViewController *topViewController;
/**
* The view controller associated with the currently visible view in the navigation interface. (read-only)
*/
@property (nonatomic, readonly)NSViewController *visibleViewController;
/**
* The view controllers currently on the navigation stack.
*/
@property (nonatomic, copy)NSArray *viewControllers;
/**
* Replaces the view controllers currently managed by the navigation controller with the specified items.
*/
-(void)setViewControllers: (NSArray *)viewControllers animated: (BOOL)animated;
///--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------/// @name Pushing and Popping Stack Items
///--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------/**
* Pushes a view controller onto the receiver’s stack and updates the display.
*/
-(void)pushViewController: (NSViewController *)viewController animated: (BOOL)animated;
/**
* Pops the top view controller from the navigation stack and updates the display.
*/
-(NSViewController *)popViewControllerAnimated: (BOOL)animated;
/**
* Pops all the view controllers on the stack except the root view controller and updates the display.
*/
-(NSArray *)popToRootViewControllerAnimated: (BOOL)animated;
/**
* Pops view controllers until the specified view controller is at the top of the navigation stack.
*/
-(NSArray *)popToViewController: (NSViewController *)viewController animated: (BOOL)animated;
///--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------/// @name Accessing the Delegate
///--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------/**
* The reciever's delegate or nil.
*/
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@property (nonatomic, assign)id<BFNavigationControllerDelegate> delegate;
@end
//
//
//
//
//
//

BFViewController.h
Created by Heiko Dreyer on 11.05.12.
Copyright (c) 2012 boxedfolder.com. All rights reserved.

#import "BFNavigationController.h"
@protocol BFViewController <NSObject>
///--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------/// @name Responding to View Events
///--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------@optional
/**
* Notifies the view controller that its view is about to be added to a view hierarchy.
*/
-(void)viewWillAppear: (BOOL)animated;
/**
* Notifies the view controller that its view was added to a view hierarchy.
*/
-(void)viewDidAppear: (BOOL)animated;
/**
* Notifies the view controller that its view is about to be removed from a view hierarchy.
*/
-(void)viewWillDisappear: (BOOL)animated;
/**
* Notifies the view controller that its view was removed from a view hierarchy.
*/
-(void)viewDidDisappear: (BOOL)animated;
@end
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

NSFileManager+DirectoryLocations.h
Created by Matt Gallagher on 06 May 2010
This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied
warranty. In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages
arising from the use of this software. Permission is granted to anyone to
use this software for any purpose, including commercial applications, and to
alter it and redistribute it freely, subject to the following restrictions:
1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not
claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software
in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be
appreciated but is not required.
2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be
misrepresented as being the original software.
3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source
distribution.

#import <Foundation/Foundation.h>
//
// DirectoryLocations is a set of global methods for finding the fixed location
// directoriess.
//
@interface NSFileManager (DirectoryLocations)
- (NSString *)findOrCreateDirectory:(NSSearchPathDirectory)searchPathDirectory
!
inDomain:(NSSearchPathDomainMask)domainMask
!
appendPathComponent:(NSString *)appendComponent
!
error:(NSError **)errorOut;
- (NSString *)applicationSupportDirectory;
@end
#import <Foundation/Foundation.h>
@interface SPInvocationGrabber : NSObject {
id _object;
NSInvocation *_invocation;
int frameCount;
char **frameStrings;
BOOL backgroundAfterForward;
BOOL onMainAfterForward;
BOOL waitUntilDone;
}
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-(id)initWithObject:(id)obj;
-(id)initWithObject:(id)obj stacktraceSaving:(BOOL)saveStack;
@property (readonly, retain, nonatomic) id object;
@property (readonly, retain, nonatomic) NSInvocation *invocation;
@property BOOL backgroundAfterForward;
@property BOOL onMainAfterForward;
@property BOOL waitUntilDone;
-(void)invoke; // will release object and invocation
-(void)printBacktrace;
-(void)saveBacktrace;
@end
@interface NSObject (SPInvocationGrabbing)
-(id)grab;
-(id)invokeAfter:(NSTimeInterval)delta;
-(id)nextRunloop;
-(id)inBackground;
-(id)onMainAsync:(BOOL)async;
@end
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

NSView+AUAdditions.h
Aurora
Created by Jason Dreisbach on 5/4/13.
Copyright (c) 2013 Jason Dreisbach. All rights reserved.

#import <Cocoa/Cocoa.h>
@interface NSView (AUAdditions)
- (NSMutableDictionary *)au_properties;
- (void)au_saveProperties:(NSMutableDictionary *)objectProperties;
@property (strong) NSString *backgroundPatternImageName;
+ (CGPathRef)clippingPathWithRect:(NSRect)rect andRadius:(CGFloat)radius;
+ (CGGradientRef)gradientFromColor:(NSColor *)startingColor toColor:(NSColor *)endingColor;
- (void)drawNoiseWithOpacity:(CGFloat)opacity;
@end
//
//
//
//
//
//

NSView+BFUtilities.h
Created by Heiko Dreyer on 27.04.12.
Copyright (c) 2012 boxedfolder.com. All rights reserved.

#import <Cocoa/Cocoa.h>
@interface NSView (BFUtilities)
///--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------/// @name Flattening View Hierarchy
///--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------/**
* Flatten self + subviews, return proper NSImage.
*/
-(NSImage *)flattenWithSubviews;
@end
#include <Cocoa/Cocoa.h>
#import <IOKit/hidsystem/ev_keymap.h>
#import <Carbon/Carbon.h>
// http://overooped.com/post/2593597587/mediakeys
#define SPSystemDefinedEventMediaKeys 8
@interface SPMediaKeyTap : NSObject {
!
EventHandlerRef _app_switching_ref;
!
EventHandlerRef _app_terminating_ref;
!
CFMachPortRef _eventPort;
!
CFRunLoopSourceRef _eventPortSource;
!
CFRunLoopRef _tapThreadRL;
!
BOOL _shouldInterceptMediaKeyEvents;
!
id _delegate;
!
// The app that is frontmost in this list owns media keys
!
NSMutableArray *_mediaKeyAppList;
}
+ (NSArray*)defaultMediaKeyUserBundleIdentifiers;
-(id)initWithDelegate:(id)delegate;
+(BOOL)usesGlobalMediaKeyTap;
-(void)startWatchingMediaKeys;
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-(void)stopWatchingMediaKeys;
-(void)handleAndReleaseMediaKeyEvent:(NSEvent *)event;
@end
@interface NSObject (SPMediaKeyTapDelegate)
-(void)mediaKeyTap:(SPMediaKeyTap*)keyTap receivedMediaKeyEvent:(NSEvent*)event;
@end
#ifdef __cplusplus
extern "C" {
#endif
extern NSString *kMediaKeyUsingBundleIdentifiersDefaultsKey;
extern NSString *kIgnoreMediaKeysDefaultsKey;
#ifdef __cplusplus
}
#endif//
// SPPlaylist+AUAdditions.h
// Aurora
//
// Created by Jason Dreisbach on 5/16/13.
// Copyright (c) 2013 Jason Dreisbach. All rights reserved.
//
#import <CocoaLibSpotify/CocoaLibSpotify.h>
@interface SPPlaylist (AUAdditions)
@property (readonly) NSArray *tracks;
@end
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

SPTrack+AUAdditions.h
Aurora
Created by Jason Dreisbach on 5/16/13.
Copyright (c) 2013 Jason Dreisbach. All rights reserved.

#import <CocoaLibSpotify/CocoaLibSpotify.h>
@class AUTimeline;
@interface SPTrack (AUAdditions)
@property (readonly) AUTimeline *timeline;
- (void)saveTimeline;
@end
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

appkey.c
Aurora
Created by Jason Dreisbach on 5/1/13.
Copyright (c) 2013 Jason Dreisbach. All rights reserved.

#include <stdint.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
const uint8_t g_appkey[] = {
!
0x01, 0x3E, 0x86, 0x2E, 0x0D, 0xE4, 0xF1,
!
0xBC, 0xF2, 0xC8, 0x56, 0xE5, 0x28, 0xEA,
!
0x25, 0x33, 0xDB, 0x32, 0xD2, 0xA8, 0xB9,
!
0x71, 0x91, 0x2A, 0x1A, 0x9B, 0x0D, 0xE8,
!
0x46, 0xF1, 0x8D, 0xD1, 0x4D, 0xCF, 0x1D,
!
0xA3, 0x0E, 0x45, 0xA9, 0xF5, 0x40, 0x6B,
!
0xE7, 0x9B, 0x77, 0x0A, 0x28, 0x93, 0x4E,
!
0x0E, 0x78, 0x04, 0x18, 0x95, 0x7A, 0x7E,
!
0xEA, 0x7E, 0xC9, 0x35, 0x11, 0x5B, 0x94,
!
0xE0, 0x96, 0xB5, 0xD7, 0x2A, 0x0D, 0x8E,
!
0x5A, 0x2F, 0xE2, 0x67, 0xD5, 0x26, 0x8C,
!
0xC8, 0x12, 0xFC, 0x2C, 0xCA, 0x51, 0xCE,
!
0x8B, 0x81, 0x16, 0x2F, 0xE8, 0x37, 0x5E,
!
0x97, 0x8C, 0x05, 0x0A, 0xFF, 0x0B, 0xAE,
!
0xA7, 0xDA, 0xF0, 0xD4, 0x12, 0xCD, 0x25,
!
0xF5, 0x53, 0xF8, 0x1E, 0x14, 0x8A, 0x7C,
!
0x40, 0x41, 0x0B, 0xE3, 0x6B, 0xDC, 0x84,
!
0xCB, 0xD7, 0x4E, 0x00, 0x82, 0x6E, 0x11,
!
0x1D, 0x28, 0x88, 0x3C, 0x44, 0x91, 0x70,
!
0x2E, 0x4B, 0x6E, 0x67, 0x12, 0xBD, 0xC9,
!
0x7E,
};
const size_t g_appkey_size = sizeof(g_appkey);
//

0xDA,
0xB5,
0x85,
0xE4,
0x95,
0x6B,
0x3D,
0xA2,
0x08,
0x2B,
0x7A,
0x68,
0xE7,
0x45,
0xF9,
0x16,
0x6F,
0x0D,
0x23,
0x9B,

0x6D,
0x5D,
0x50,
0x6D,
0x30,
0x4C,
0xB6,
0x8F,
0x0A,
0xCC,
0x02,
0xB9,
0x03,
0xC6,
0x92,
0x00,
0x42,
0x4B,
0x90,
0xA3,

0x6C,
0x9A,
0x34,
0x25,
0x09,
0x57,
0x6C,
0x13,
0x11,
0xEA,
0x62,
0x36,
0xB3,
0x4B,
0x79,
0x08,
0xCB,
0xF6,
0xF6,
0xE7,

0x2A,
0x90,
0x4F,
0x33,
0x70,
0xC7,
0xEE,
0xDB,
0x20,
0xD1,
0x7C,
0x20,
0x4E,
0x7F,
0x5F,
0x29,
0x09,
0x77,
0x38,
0x95,
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0x2C,
0x0D,
0x67,
0xCE,
0xA6,
0xE3,
0x7C,
0x0E,
0x4C,
0xD6,
0x65,
0x45,
0x47,
0xF6,
0x7B,
0x66,
0xA4,
0x9B,
0x0F,
0xE8,

0xBC,
0x6E,
0x10,
0xAE,
0xB6,
0x7E,
0x3D,
0x98,
0xC7,
0x9B,
0xF6,
0x17,
0x95,
0x7F,
0xE9,
0xDD,
0xC2,
0x1A,
0x4C,
0xD9,

0x0A,
0x01,
0x66,
0x6D,
0x9C,
0x8A,
0x87,
0x99,
0xCB,
0x19,
0xCE,
0x3B,
0x37,
0x8E,
0x89,
0x12,
0xBE,
0xFD,
0xE1,
0x42,

0x8E,
0x0B,
0x1D,
0x3E,
0x1B,
0x30,
0xDF,
0x69,
0xF1,
0x9A,
0x0A,
0xB4,
0xEF,
0x88,
0x6B,
0x78,
0x18,
0xF3,
0xA8,
0x35,

0x3F,
0xD9,
0xBB,
0x64,
0x29,
0xDA,
0x4D,
0x7E,
0x26,
0x23,
0x25,
0x16,
0x50,
0xE9,
0x5F,
0xD8,
0xA3,
0x12,
0x1B,
0x60,

Aurora

//
//
//
//
//
//

AUAppDelegate.m
Aurora
Created by Jason Dreisbach on 5/1/13.
Copyright (c) 2013 Jason Dreisbach. All rights reserved.

#import
#import
#import
#import
#import
#import

"AUAppDelegate.h"
"AUSpotifyLoginPanelController.h"
"AUNavigationController.h"
"AURootViewController.h"
"AUPlaybackCoordinator.h"
"appkey.h"

#import "AUStrobe.h"
#define kLastHueIPKey @"lasthueIP"
@implementation AUAppDelegate
{
AUSpotifyLoginPanelController *_spotifyLoginPanelController;
IBOutlet NSPanel *_hueIPPanel;
IBOutlet NSTextField *_hueIPTextField;
IBOutlet AUNavigationController *_navController;
IBOutlet NSWindow *_window;
}
- (void)applicationWillFinishLaunching:(NSNotification *)aNotification
{
NSError *error = nil;
!
[SPSession initializeSharedSessionWithApplicationKey:[NSData dataWithBytes:&g_appkey length:g_appkey_size]
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
userAgent:@"com.jasondreisbach.aurora"
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
loadingPolicy:SPAsyncLoadingManual
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
error:&error];
!
if (error != nil) {
!
!
NSLog(@"CocoaLibSpotify init failed: %@", error);
!
!
abort();
!
}
!

[[SPSession sharedSession] setDelegate:self];
[[DPHue sharedInstance] setDelegate:self];
[[DPHue sharedInstance] startDiscovery];
[_navController setDelegate:self];
AURootViewController *rootViewController = [[AURootViewController alloc] initWithNibName:@"AURootView" bundle:nil];
[_navController setViewControllers:@[rootViewController]];

}
- (void)applicationDidFinishLaunching:(NSNotification *)notification
{
NSUserDefaults *defaults = [NSUserDefaults standardUserDefaults];
NSString *username = [defaults objectForKey:@"spotify_username"];
NSString *credential = [defaults objectForKey:@"spotify_credential"];
if ([credential length] > 0) {
[[SPSession sharedSession] attemptLoginWithUserName:username existingCredential:credential];
}
else {
[self showLoginSheet:self];
}
}
- (BOOL)applicationShouldTerminateAfterLastWindowClosed:(NSApplication *)sender
{
return YES;
}
- (IBAction)showLoginSheet:(id)sender
{
// Log out if necessary
if (_spotifyLoginPanelController == nil) {
_spotifyLoginPanelController = [[AUSpotifyLoginPanelController alloc] initWithWindowNibName:@"AUSpotifyLoginPanel"];
}
[_spotifyLoginPanelController reset];
if([_spotifyLoginPanelController.window isModalPanel] == NO) {
[NSApp beginSheet:_spotifyLoginPanelController.window
modalForWindow:_window
modalDelegate:self
didEndSelector:@selector(loginSheetDidEnd:returnCode:contextInfo:)
contextInfo:nil];
}
}
- (IBAction)showHueIPSheet:(id)sender
{
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NSString *lastHost = [[NSUserDefaults standardUserDefaults] objectForKey:kLastHueIPKey];
if (lastHost.length > 0) {
_hueIPTextField.stringValue = lastHost;
}
[NSApp beginSheet:_hueIPPanel modalForWindow:_window modalDelegate:nil didEndSelector:nil contextInfo:nil];
}
- (IBAction)hueIPConnect:(id)sender
{
if ([[_hueIPTextField.stringValue componentsSeparatedByString:@"."] count] == 4) {
[_hueIPPanel orderOut:self];
[[DPHue sharedInstance] attemptToConnectToHue:_hueIPTextField.stringValue withCompletion:^(DPHueBridge *bridge, NSError
*err) {
NSLog(@"%@: %@", bridge, err);
if (err == nil) {
[[NSUserDefaults standardUserDefaults] setObject:bridge.host forKey:kLastHueIPKey];
}
}];
}
else {
NSBeep();
}
}
- (IBAction)hueIPCancel:(id)sender
{
[_hueIPPanel orderOut:self];
}
- (void)loginSheetDidEnd:(NSWindow *)sheet returnCode:(NSInteger)returnCode contextInfo:(void *)contextInfo
{
if (returnCode == NSCancelButton) {
[NSApp stopModal];
[NSApp terminate:self];
}
else if (returnCode == NSOKButton) {
[_spotifyLoginPanelController save];
[_spotifyLoginPanelController.window orderOut:self];
_spotifyLoginPanelController = nil;
}
}
- (void)alertUserToPressLinkButtonOnBridge:(DPHueBridge *)bridge
{
// TODO: implement a popover or some type of ui to alert the user
NSLog(@"%s: %@", __PRETTY_FUNCTION__, bridge);
}
- (IBAction)refreshHueData:(id)sender
{
[[DPHue sharedInstance] reloadBridgeData];
}
- (IBAction)debugHueData:(id)sender
{
NSUInteger index = 0;
for (DPHueBridge *bridge in [[DPHue sharedInstance] bridges]) {
[bridge readWithCompletion:^(id object, NSError *err) {
}];
NSLog(@"%lu: %@", (unsigned long)index, bridge);
}
}
- (IBAction)allLightsOff:(id)sender
{
for (DPHueBridge *bridge in [[DPHue sharedInstance] bridges]) {
[bridge allLightsOff];
}
}
- (IBAction)allLightsOn:(id)sender
{
for (DPHueBridge *bridge in [[DPHue sharedInstance] bridges]) {
[bridge allLightsOn];
}
}
- (IBAction)testHueChange:(id)sender
{
DPHueBridge *bridge = [[[DPHue sharedInstance] bridges] lastObject];
[bridge allLightsOff];
NSDate *date = [NSDate dateWithTimeIntervalSinceNow:1.0];
NSMutableArray *scheduleArray = [NSMutableArray array];
//

for (DPHueLight *light in bridge.lights) {

DPHueLight *light = [bridge.lights objectAtIndex:0];
for (int i = 0; i < 5; i++) {
DPHueSchedule *schedule = [[DPHueSchedule alloc] initWithBridge:bridge];
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schedule.command = @{
@"address" : light.state.address,
@"method" : @"PUT",
@"body" : @{
@"on": @YES,
@"bri": @100,
@"transitiontime": @0
}
};
schedule.date = date;
[schedule write];
[scheduleArray addObject:schedule];
date = [date dateByAddingTimeInterval:0.5];
schedule = [[DPHueSchedule alloc] initWithBridge:bridge];
schedule.command = @{
@"address" : light.state.address,
@"method" : @"PUT",
@"body" : @{
@"on": @NO,
@"bri": @0,
@"transitiontime": @0
}
};
schedule.date = date;
[schedule write];
[scheduleArray addObject:schedule];
date = [date dateByAddingTimeInterval:0.5];
}
//

}

}
- (IBAction)testEffect:(id)sender
{
static dispatch_queue_t lightQueue = NULL;
if (lightQueue == NULL)
lightQueue = dispatch_queue_create("com.apple.aurora.light.q2", DISPATCH_QUEUE_CONCURRENT);
NSLog(@"%@", [[[DPHue sharedInstance] lights] objectAtIndex:3]);
dispatch_time_t startTime = DISPATCH_TIME_NOW;
{
DPHueLight *light = [[[DPHue sharedInstance] lights] objectAtIndex:3];
AUStrobe *strobeEffect = [[AUStrobe alloc] init];
strobeEffect.color = [NSColor blueColor];
strobeEffect.startTime = 0;
strobeEffect.duration = 20.0;
strobeEffect.frequency = 1.05263;
NSDictionary *payloads = strobeEffect.payloads;
for (NSNumber *dispatchTime in payloads.allKeys)
{
double delayInSeconds = [dispatchTime doubleValue];
dispatch_time_t popTime = dispatch_time(startTime, (int64_t)(delayInSeconds * NSEC_PER_SEC));
dispatch_after(popTime, lightQueue, ^(void){
[light.state.pendingChanges removeAllObjects];
[light.state.pendingChanges addEntriesFromDictionary:payloads[dispatchTime]];
[light write];
});
}
}
{
DPHueLight *light = [[[DPHue sharedInstance] lights] objectAtIndex:4];
AUStrobe *strobeEffect = [[AUStrobe alloc] init];
strobeEffect.color = [NSColor redColor];
strobeEffect.startTime = .475;
strobeEffect.duration = 20.0;
strobeEffect.frequency = 1.05263;
NSDictionary *payloads = strobeEffect.payloads;
for (NSNumber *dispatchTime in payloads.allKeys)
{
double delayInSeconds = [dispatchTime doubleValue];
dispatch_time_t popTime = dispatch_time(startTime, (int64_t)(delayInSeconds * NSEC_PER_SEC));
dispatch_after(popTime, lightQueue, ^(void){
[light.state.pendingChanges removeAllObjects];
[light.state.pendingChanges addEntriesFromDictionary:payloads[dispatchTime]];
[light write];
});
}
}
{
DPHueLight *light = [[[DPHue sharedInstance] lights] objectAtIndex:0];
double interval = 3.8;
double gotime = 0.9;
NSMutableDictionary *payloads = [NSMutableDictionary dictionary];
[payloads setObject:@{@"color": [NSColor blueColor]} forKey:@(gotime)];
gotime += interval;
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[payloads setObject:@{@"color": [NSColor greenColor]} forKey:@(gotime)];
gotime += interval;
[payloads setObject:@{@"color": [NSColor purpleColor]} forKey:@(gotime)];
gotime += interval;
[payloads setObject:@{@"color": [NSColor redColor]} forKey:@(gotime)];
gotime += interval;
[payloads setObject:@{@"color": [NSColor blueColor]} forKey:@(gotime)];
gotime += interval;
[payloads setObject:@{@"color": [NSColor orangeColor]} forKey:@(gotime)];
gotime += interval;
for (NSNumber *dispatchTime in payloads.allKeys)
{
double delayInSeconds = [dispatchTime doubleValue];
dispatch_time_t popTime = dispatch_time(startTime, (int64_t)(delayInSeconds * NSEC_PER_SEC));
dispatch_after(popTime, lightQueue, ^(void){
[light.state.pendingChanges removeAllObjects];
light.on = YES;
light.color = payloads[dispatchTime][@"color"];
light.brightness = @255;
light.transitionTime = @4;
[light write];
});
dispatch_after(dispatch_time(popTime, (int64_t)(0.2 * NSEC_PER_SEC)), lightQueue, ^(void){
[light.state.pendingChanges removeAllObjects];
light.brightness = @50;
light.transitionTime = @20;
[light write];
});
}
}
{
DPHueLight *light = [[[DPHue sharedInstance] lights] objectAtIndex:1];
double interval = 3.8;
double gotime = 0.9;
NSMutableDictionary *payloads = [NSMutableDictionary dictionary];
[payloads setObject:@{@"color": [NSColor blueColor]} forKey:@(gotime)];
gotime += interval;
[payloads setObject:@{@"color": [NSColor greenColor]} forKey:@(gotime)];
gotime += interval;
[payloads setObject:@{@"color": [NSColor purpleColor]} forKey:@(gotime)];
gotime += interval;
[payloads setObject:@{@"color": [NSColor redColor]} forKey:@(gotime)];
gotime += interval;
[payloads setObject:@{@"color": [NSColor blueColor]} forKey:@(gotime)];
gotime += interval;
[payloads setObject:@{@"color": [NSColor orangeColor]} forKey:@(gotime)];
gotime += interval;
for (NSNumber *dispatchTime in payloads.allKeys)
{
double delayInSeconds = [dispatchTime doubleValue];
dispatch_time_t popTime = dispatch_time(startTime, (int64_t)(delayInSeconds * NSEC_PER_SEC));
dispatch_after(popTime, lightQueue, ^(void){
[light.state.pendingChanges removeAllObjects];
light.on = YES;
light.color = payloads[dispatchTime][@"color"];
light.brightness = @255;
light.transitionTime = @4;
[light write];
});
dispatch_after(dispatch_time(popTime, (int64_t)(0.2 * NSEC_PER_SEC)), lightQueue, ^(void){
[light.state.pendingChanges removeAllObjects];
light.brightness = @50;
light.transitionTime = @20;
[light write];
});
}
}
{
DPHueLight *light = [[[DPHue sharedInstance] lights] objectAtIndex:2];
double interval = 3.8;
double gotime = 0.9;
NSMutableDictionary *payloads = [NSMutableDictionary dictionary];
[payloads setObject:@{@"color": [NSColor blueColor]} forKey:@(gotime)];
gotime += interval;
[payloads setObject:@{@"color": [NSColor greenColor]} forKey:@(gotime)];
gotime += interval;
[payloads setObject:@{@"color": [NSColor purpleColor]} forKey:@(gotime)];
gotime += interval;
[payloads setObject:@{@"color": [NSColor redColor]} forKey:@(gotime)];
gotime += interval;
[payloads setObject:@{@"color": [NSColor blueColor]} forKey:@(gotime)];
gotime += interval;
[payloads setObject:@{@"color": [NSColor orangeColor]} forKey:@(gotime)];
gotime += interval;
for (NSNumber *dispatchTime in payloads.allKeys)
{
double delayInSeconds = [dispatchTime doubleValue];
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dispatch_time_t popTime = dispatch_time(startTime, (int64_t)(delayInSeconds * NSEC_PER_SEC));
dispatch_after(popTime, lightQueue, ^(void){
[light.state.pendingChanges removeAllObjects];
light.on = YES;
light.color = payloads[dispatchTime][@"color"];
light.brightness = @255;
light.transitionTime = @4;
[light write];
});
dispatch_after(dispatch_time(popTime, (int64_t)(0.2 * NSEC_PER_SEC)), lightQueue, ^(void){
[light.state.pendingChanges removeAllObjects];
light.brightness = @50;
light.transitionTime = @20;
[light write];
});
}
}
}
- (IBAction)testHueChangeDispatch:(id)sender
{
DPHueBridge *bridge = [[[DPHue sharedInstance] bridges] lastObject];
static dispatch_queue_t lightQueue = NULL;
if (lightQueue == NULL)
lightQueue = dispatch_queue_create("com.apple.aurora.light.q", DISPATCH_QUEUE_CONCURRENT);
double delayInSeconds = 0.02;
//
for (DPHueLight *light in bridge.lights) {
DPHueLight *light = [bridge.lights objectAtIndex:0];
dispatch_time_t popTime = DISPATCH_TIME_NOW;
for (int i = 0; i < 10; i++) {
popTime = dispatch_time(popTime, (int64_t)(delayInSeconds * NSEC_PER_SEC));
dispatch_after(popTime, lightQueue, ^(void){
[light.state.pendingChanges addEntriesFromDictionary:@{
@"on": @NO,
@"bri": @0
}];
light.transitionTime = @0;
[light write];
});
popTime = dispatch_time(popTime, (int64_t)(delayInSeconds * NSEC_PER_SEC));
dispatch_after(popTime, lightQueue, ^(void){
[light.state.pendingChanges addEntriesFromDictionary:@{
@"on": @YES,
@"bri": @255,
@"hue" : @400,
@"sat" : @200
}];
light.transitionTime = @0;
[light write];
});
//
}
}
}
#pragma mark #pragma mark SPSession Delegates
- (void)sessionDidLoginSuccessfully:(SPSession *)aSession
{
if ([_spotifyLoginPanelController.window isModalPanel])
[NSApp endSheet:_spotifyLoginPanelController.window returnCode:NSOKButton];
AUPlaybackCoordinator *playbackCoordinator = [AUPlaybackCoordinator initializeSharedInstance];
[self.playbackObjectController setContent:playbackCoordinator];
}
- (void)session:(SPSession *)aSession didGenerateLoginCredentials:(NSString *)credential forUserName:(NSString *)userName
{
NSUserDefaults *defaults = [NSUserDefaults standardUserDefaults];
[defaults setObject:userName forKey:@"spotify_username"];
[defaults setObject:credential forKey:@"spotify_credential"];
[defaults synchronize];
}
- (void)session:(SPSession *)aSession didFailToLoginWithError:(NSError *)error
{
!
// Invoked by SPSession after a failed login.
NSLog(@"%s: %@", __PRETTY_FUNCTION__, error);
[_spotifyLoginPanelController reset];
}
- (void)sessionDidLogOut:(SPSession *)aSession
{
NSLog(@"%s", __PRETTY_FUNCTION__);
}
- (void)session:(SPSession *)aSession didEncounterNetworkError:(NSError *)error
{
NSLog(@"%s: %@", __PRETTY_FUNCTION__, error);
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}
- (void)session:(SPSession *)aSession recievedMessageForUser:(NSString *)aMessage; {
!
!
!
!
!
}

[[NSAlert
!
!
!
!

alertWithMessageText:aMessage
!
!
!
defaultButton:@"OK"
!
!
alternateButton:@""
!
!
!
otherButton:@""
informativeTextWithFormat:@"This message was sent to you from the Spotify service."] runModal];

#pragma mark - BFNavigationControllerDelegate
//-(void)navigationController: (BFNavigationController *)navigationController willShowViewController:(NSViewController *)viewController animated:(BOOL)animated
//{
//
NSLog(@"%s: %@ %@", __PRETTY_FUNCTION__, viewController, animated ? @"YES" : @"NO");
//}
//
//-(void)navigationController:(BFNavigationController *)navigationController didShowViewController:(NSViewController *)viewController animated: (BOOL)animated;
//{
//
NSLog(@"%s: %@ %@", __PRETTY_FUNCTION__, viewController, animated ? @"YES" : @"NO");
//}
#pragma mark #pragma Playback Coordinator Actions
- (IBAction)playPause:(id)sender
{
AUPlaybackCoordinator *playbackCoordinator = [AUPlaybackCoordinator sharedInstance];
playbackCoordinator.isPlaying = !playbackCoordinator.isPlaying;
}
- (IBAction)nextTrack:(id)sender
{
[[AUPlaybackCoordinator sharedInstance] nextTrack];
}
- (IBAction)previousTrack:(id)sender
{
[[AUPlaybackCoordinator sharedInstance] previousTrack];
}
- (IBAction)seekToPosition:(id)sender
{
if ([sender isKindOfClass:[NSSlider class]]) {
NSSlider *slider = sender;
[[AUPlaybackCoordinator sharedInstance] seekToTrackPosition:slider.doubleValue];
}
else if ([sender isKindOfClass:[NSNumber class]]) {
[[AUPlaybackCoordinator sharedInstance] seekToTrackPosition:[sender doubleValue]];
}
}
@end
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

AUApplication.m
Aurora
Created by Jason Dreisbach on 5/17/13.
Copyright (c) 2013 Jason Dreisbach. All rights reserved.

#import "AUApplication.h"
#import "AUAppDelegate.h"
#import "SPMediaKeyTap.h"
@implementation AUApplication
{
SPMediaKeyTap *keyTap;
}
+ (void)initialize;
{
!
if([self class] != [AUApplication class]) return;
!
!
// Register defaults for the whitelist of apps that want to use media keys
!
[[NSUserDefaults standardUserDefaults] registerDefaults:[NSDictionary dictionaryWithObjectsAndKeys:
[SPMediaKeyTap defaultMediaKeyUserBundleIdentifiers], kMediaKeyUsingBundleIdentifiersDefaultsKey,
nil]];
}
- (id)init
{
self = [super init];
if (self != nil) {
keyTap = [[SPMediaKeyTap alloc] initWithDelegate:self];
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if([SPMediaKeyTap usesGlobalMediaKeyTap])
[keyTap startWatchingMediaKeys];
}
return self;
}
- (void)sendEvent:(NSEvent *)theEvent
{
!
// If event tap is not installed, handle events that reach the app instead
!
BOOL shouldHandleMediaKeyEventLocally = ![SPMediaKeyTap usesGlobalMediaKeyTap];
!
if(shouldHandleMediaKeyEventLocally && [theEvent type] == NSSystemDefined && [theEvent subtype] == SPSystemDefinedEventMediaKeys) {
!
!
[self mediaKeyTap:nil receivedMediaKeyEvent:theEvent];
!
}
!
[super sendEvent:theEvent];
}
- (void)mediaKeyTap:(SPMediaKeyTap*)keyTap receivedMediaKeyEvent:(NSEvent*)event;
{
!
assert([event type] == NSSystemDefined && [event subtype] == SPSystemDefinedEventMediaKeys);
!
!
!
!

int
int
int
int

!
!
!

if (keyState == 1 && keyRepeat == 0) {
!
switch (keyCode) {
!
!
case NX_KEYTYPE_PLAY:
[(AUAppDelegate *)[self delegate] playPause:self];
break;
!
!
case NX_KEYTYPE_FAST:
[(AUAppDelegate *)[self delegate] nextTrack:self];
break;
!
!
case NX_KEYTYPE_REWIND:
[(AUAppDelegate *)[self delegate] previousTrack:self];
break;
!
}
}

!
!
!
!
}

keyCode = (([event data1] & 0xFFFF0000) >> 16);
keyFlags = ([event data1] & 0x0000FFFF);
keyState = (((keyFlags & 0xFF00) >> 8)) == 0xA;
keyRepeat = (keyFlags & 0x1);

@end
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

AUArrayTransformer.m
Aurora
Created by Jason Dreisbach on 5/4/13.
Copyright (c) 2013 Jason Dreisbach. All rights reserved.

#import "AUArrayTransformer.h"
#import <CocoaLibSpotify/CocoaLibSpotify.h>
@implementation AUArrayTransformer
+ (Class)transformedValueClass
{
return [NSString class];
}
+ (BOOL)allowsReverseTransformation
{
return NO;
}
- (id)transformedValue:(id)value
{
NSString *transformedString = nil;
if ([value isKindOfClass:[NSArray class]]) {
for (SPArtist *artist in value) {
if (transformedString == nil) {
transformedString = artist.name;
}
else {
transformedString = [transformedString stringByAppendingFormat:@", %@", artist.name];
}
}
}
return transformedString;
}
@end
//
//
//
//
//
//

AUBottomBarView.m
Aurora
Created by Jason Dreisbach on 5/22/13.
Copyright (c) 2013 Jason Dreisbach. All rights reserved.
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//
#import "AUBottomBarView.h"
#import "NSView+AUAdditions.h"
#define IN_COLOR_MAIN_START_L [NSColor colorWithDeviceWhite:0.66 alpha:1.0]
#define IN_COLOR_MAIN_END_L [NSColor colorWithDeviceWhite:0.9 alpha:1.0]
#define IN_COLOR_MAIN_BOTTOM_L [NSColor colorWithDeviceWhite:0.608 alpha:1.0]
#define IN_COLOR_NOTMAIN_START_L [NSColor colorWithDeviceWhite:0.878 alpha:1.0]
#define IN_COLOR_NOTMAIN_END_L [NSColor colorWithDeviceWhite:0.976 alpha:1.0]
#define IN_COLOR_NOTMAIN_BOTTOM_L [NSColor colorWithDeviceWhite:0.855 alpha:1.0]
@implementation AUBottomBarView
- (id)initWithFrame:(NSRect)frameRect
{
self = [super initWithFrame:frameRect];
if (self != nil) {
NSNotificationCenter *nc = [NSNotificationCenter defaultCenter];
[nc addObserver:self selector:@selector(_updateBottomBarView) name:NSApplicationDidBecomeActiveNotification object:nil];
[nc addObserver:self selector:@selector(_updateBottomBarView) name:NSApplicationDidResignActiveNotification object:nil];
}
return self;
}
- (void)_updateBottomBarView
{
[self setNeedsDisplay:YES];
}
- (void)drawRect:(NSRect)dirtyRect
{
BOOL drawsAsMainWindow = ([self.window isMainWindow] && [[NSApplication sharedApplication] isActive]);
NSRect drawingRect = [self bounds];
CGContextRef context = [[NSGraphicsContext currentContext] graphicsPort];
CGContextSaveGState(context);
NSRect clippingRect = drawingRect;
clippingRect.size.height -= 1;
CGPathRef clippingPath = [NSView clippingPathWithRect:drawingRect andRadius:0.0];
CGContextAddPath(context, clippingPath);
CGContextClip(context);
CGPathRelease(clippingPath);
NSColor *startColor = drawsAsMainWindow ? IN_COLOR_MAIN_START_L : IN_COLOR_NOTMAIN_START_L;
NSColor *endColor = drawsAsMainWindow ? IN_COLOR_MAIN_END_L : IN_COLOR_NOTMAIN_END_L;
CGGradientRef gradient = [NSView gradientFromColor:startColor toColor:endColor];
CGContextDrawLinearGradient(context, gradient, CGPointMake(NSMidX(drawingRect), NSMinY(drawingRect)),
CGPointMake(NSMidX(drawingRect), NSMaxY(drawingRect)), 0);
CGGradientRelease(gradient);
NSColor *topColor = drawsAsMainWindow ? IN_COLOR_MAIN_BOTTOM_L : IN_COLOR_NOTMAIN_BOTTOM_L;
NSRect topRect = NSMakeRect(0.0, NSMaxY(drawingRect)-1.0, NSWidth(drawingRect), 1.0);
[topColor set];
NSRectFill(topRect);
topRect.origin.y -= 1.0;
[[NSColor colorWithDeviceWhite:1.0 alpha:0.12] setFill];
[[NSBezierPath bezierPathWithRect:topRect] fill];
CGRect noiseRect = NSInsetRect(drawingRect, 1.0, 1.0);
CGPathRef noiseClippingPath = [NSView clippingPathWithRect:noiseRect andRadius:0.0];
CGContextAddPath(context, noiseClippingPath);
CGContextClip(context);
CGPathRelease(noiseClippingPath);
[self drawNoiseWithOpacity:0.1];
CGContextRestoreGState(context);
[super drawRect:dirtyRect];
}
@end
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

AUTimelineCellView.m
Aurora
Created by Jason Dreisbach on 5/4/13.
Copyright (c) 2013 Jason Dreisbach. All rights reserved.
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#import
#import
#import
#import
#import
#import
#import
#import
#import

"AUChannelView.h"
"NSView+AUAdditions.h"
"AUTimeline.h"
"AUTimelineChannel.h"
"AUEffect.h"
"AUColorEffect.h"
"AUStrobe.h"
"AUEffectView.h"
"AUPlaybackCoordinator.h"

@implementation AUChannelView
{
NSTimeInterval _trackPosition;
}
- (id)initWithFrame:(NSRect)frameRect channel:(AUTimelineChannel *)channel
{
self = [super initWithFrame:frameRect];
if (self != nil) {
_channel = channel;
[_channel.timeline addObserver:self forKeyPath:@"zoomLevel"
options:NSKeyValueObservingOptionNew|NSKeyValueObservingOptionOld context:NULL];
[_channel addObserver:self forKeyPath:@"effects" options:0 context:NULL];
[[AUPlaybackCoordinator sharedInstance] addObserver:self forKeyPath:@"trackPosition" options:0 context:NULL];
[self layoutView];
}
return self;
}
- (void)dealloc
{
[_channel.timeline removeObserver:self forKeyPath:@"zoomLevel"];
[_channel removeObserver:self forKeyPath:@"effects"];
[[AUPlaybackCoordinator sharedInstance] removeObserver:self forKeyPath:@"trackPosition"];
}
- (void)observeValueForKeyPath:(NSString *)keyPath ofObject:(id)object change:(NSDictionary *)change context:(void *)context
{
if (object == _channel.timeline && [keyPath isEqualToString:@"zoomLevel"]) {
[self layoutView];
}
else if (object == _channel && [keyPath isEqualToString:@"effects"]) {
[self layoutView];
}
else if (object == [AUPlaybackCoordinator sharedInstance] && [keyPath isEqualToString:@"trackPosition"]) {
_trackPosition = [[AUPlaybackCoordinator sharedInstance] trackPosition];
[self setNeedsDisplay:YES];
}
}
- (void)layoutView
{
AUTimeline *timeline = self.channel.timeline;
CGFloat width = timeline.duration * timeline.zoomLevel;
[self setFrame:NSMakeRect(self.frame.origin.x, self.frame.origin.y, width, self.frame.size.height)];
NSMutableArray *mEffects = [_channel.effects mutableCopy];
NSMutableArray *subViewsToRemove = [NSMutableArray array];
NSArray *oldSubviews = self.subviews;
for (AUEffectView *subview in oldSubviews) {
if ([mEffects containsObject:subview.effect]) {
[mEffects removeObject:subview.effect];
}
else {
[subViewsToRemove addObject:subview];
}
}
for (AUEffectView *subView in subViewsToRemove) {
[subView removeFromSuperview];
}
for (AUEffect *effect in mEffects) {
AUEffectView *effectView = [[AUEffectView alloc] initWithFrame:NSZeroRect];
effectView.effect = effect;
[self addSubview:effectView];
}
for (AUEffectView *subview in self.subviews) {
[subview layoutView];
}
[self setNeedsDisplay:YES];
}
- (void)drawRect:(NSRect)dirtyRect
{
NSRect drawingRect = [self bounds];
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CGContextRef context = [[NSGraphicsContext currentContext] graphicsPort];
CGContextSaveGState(context);
CGContextSetAlpha(context, 0.9);
CGPathRef clippingPath = [NSView clippingPathWithRect:drawingRect andRadius:0.0];
CGContextAddPath(context, clippingPath);
CGContextClip(context);
CGPathRelease(clippingPath);
NSColor *startColor = [NSColor colorWithDeviceWhite:0.4 alpha:1.0];
NSColor *endColor = [NSColor colorWithDeviceWhite:0.55 alpha:1.0];
CGGradientRef gradient = [NSView gradientFromColor:startColor toColor:endColor];
CGContextDrawLinearGradient(context, gradient, CGPointMake(NSMidX(drawingRect), NSMinY(drawingRect)),
CGPointMake(NSMidX(drawingRect), NSMaxY(drawingRect)), 0);
CGGradientRelease(gradient);
CGContextBeginPath(context);
for (CGFloat i = 0; i < drawingRect.size.width; i += _channel.timeline.zoomLevel) {
CGContextMoveToPoint(context, i , NSMaxY(drawingRect));
CGContextAddLineToPoint(context, i, NSMinY(drawingRect));
}
CGContextSetStrokeColorWithColor(context, [[NSColor darkGrayColor] CGColor]);
CGContextStrokePath(context);
CGContextBeginPath(context);
CGRect noiseRect = NSInsetRect(drawingRect, 1.0, 1.0);
CGPathRef noiseClippingPath = [NSView clippingPathWithRect:noiseRect andRadius:0.0];
CGContextAddPath(context, noiseClippingPath);
CGContextClip(context);
CGPathRelease(noiseClippingPath);
[self drawNoiseWithOpacity:0.01];
CGContextBeginPath(context);
CGContextAddRect(context, NSInsetRect(self.superview.bounds, 4.0, 2.0));
CGContextSetLineWidth(context, 3.0);
if (self.window.firstResponder == self) {
CGContextSetStrokeColorWithColor(context, [[NSColor blueColor] CGColor]);
}
else {
CGContextSetStrokeColorWithColor(context, [[NSColor clearColor] CGColor]);
}
CGContextStrokePath(context);
CGContextRestoreGState(context);
[super drawRect:dirtyRect];
CGContextSaveGState(context);
CGContextSetShadowWithColor(context, CGSizeMake(1.0, 1.0), 2.0, [[NSColor colorWithCalibratedRed:.8 green:.8 blue:1.0
alpha:0.8] CGColor]);
CGContextBeginPath(context);
CGContextMoveToPoint(context, _trackPosition * _channel.timeline.zoomLevel , NSMaxY(drawingRect));
CGContextAddLineToPoint(context, _trackPosition * _channel.timeline.zoomLevel, NSMinY(drawingRect));
CGContextSetStrokeColorWithColor(context, [[NSColor blueColor] CGColor]);
CGContextStrokePath(context);
CGContextRestoreGState(context);
}
- (void)addEffect:(NSMenuItem *)sender
{
AUEffect *newEffect = [[sender.representedObject[@"class"] alloc] init];
NSPoint point = [self convertPoint:[sender.representedObject[@"event"] locationInWindow] fromView:nil];
newEffect.startTime = point.x / _channel.timeline.zoomLevel;
[_channel addEffect:newEffect];
}
- (void)rightMouseDown:(NSEvent *)theEvent
{
NSMenu *addMenu = [[NSMenu alloc] initWithTitle:@"Insert"];
NSMenuItem *colorEffect = [[NSMenuItem alloc] init];
colorEffect.title = [[AUColorEffect class] name];
colorEffect.representedObject = @{@"class":[AUColorEffect class],@"event": theEvent};
colorEffect.target = self;
colorEffect.action = @selector(addEffect:);
[addMenu insertItem:colorEffect atIndex:0];
NSMenuItem *strobeEffect = [[NSMenuItem alloc] init];
strobeEffect.title = [[AUStrobe class] name];
strobeEffect.representedObject = @{@"class":[AUStrobe class], @"event": theEvent};
strobeEffect.target = self;
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strobeEffect.action = @selector(addEffect:);
[addMenu insertItem:strobeEffect atIndex:1];
[NSMenu popUpContextMenu:addMenu withEvent:theEvent forView:self];
}
- (void)keyDown:(NSEvent *)theEvent
{
if (theEvent.modifierFlags & NSCommandKeyMask) {
// Copy
if (theEvent.keyCode == 8) {
[[NSPasteboard generalPasteboard] clearContents];
[self.window makeFirstResponder:self.nextResponder];
// Hack to get the views to redraw
[[AUPlaybackCoordinator sharedInstance] willChangeValueForKey:@"trackPosition"];
[[AUPlaybackCoordinator sharedInstance] didChangeValueForKey:@"trackPosition"];
}
// Paste
else if (theEvent.keyCode == 9) {
NSPasteboard *pb = [NSPasteboard generalPasteboard];
NSData *data = [pb dataForType:@"AUEffect"];
AUEffect *newEffect = [NSKeyedUnarchiver unarchiveObjectWithData:data];
[_channel addEffect:newEffect];
}
}
}
- (void)mouseDown:(NSEvent *)theEvent
{
if (self.window.firstResponder != self && [[[NSPasteboard generalPasteboard] types] containsObject:@"AUEffect"]) {
[self.window makeFirstResponder:self];
[(AUChannelView *)self layoutView];
// Hack to get the views to redraw
[[AUPlaybackCoordinator sharedInstance] willChangeValueForKey:@"trackPosition"];
[[AUPlaybackCoordinator sharedInstance] didChangeValueForKey:@"trackPosition"];
}
else {
NSPoint point = [self convertPoint:[theEvent locationInWindow] fromView:nil];
[[AUPlaybackCoordinator sharedInstance] seekToTrackPosition:(point.x / _channel.timeline.zoomLevel)];
}
}
@end
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

AUColorEffect.m
Aurora
Created by Jason Dreisbach on 5/22/13.
Copyright (c) 2013 Jason Dreisbach. All rights reserved.

#import "AUColorEffect.h"
#define kColorKey @"color"
#define kOnOffKey @"onoff"
@implementation AUColorEffect
- (id)init
{
self = [super init];
if (self != nil) {
_onOFF = YES;
}
return self;
}
- (id)initWithCoder:(NSCoder *)aDecoder
{
self = [super initWithCoder:aDecoder];
if (self != nil) {
_color = [aDecoder decodeObjectForKey:kColorKey];
_onOFF = [aDecoder decodeBoolForKey:kOnOffKey];
}
return self;
}
- (void)encodeWithCoder:(NSCoder *)aCoder
{
[super encodeWithCoder:aCoder];
[aCoder encodeObject:_color forKey:kColorKey];
[aCoder encodeBool:_onOFF forKey:kOnOffKey];
}
- (id)copyWithZone:(NSZone *)zone
{
AUColorEffect *effect = [super copyWithZone:zone];
effect.color = [self.color copy];
effect.onOFF = self.onOFF;
return effect;
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}
#pragma mark - Readonly
// For subclasses to override
+ (NSString *)name
{
return @"Color";
}
+ (NSString *)toolTip
{
return @"Make the bulb turn a certain color";
}
+ (NSImage *)image;
{
NSImage *image = [NSImage imageNamed:@"editing-done"];
[image setTemplate:YES];
return image;
}
+ (NSString *)editViewNibName
{
return @"AUColorEffectEditView";
}
- (NSColor *)backgroundColor
{
return [self.color colorWithAlphaComponent:0.9];
}
- (NSDictionary *)payloads
{
NSNumber *dispatchTime = [NSNumber numberWithDouble:self.startTime];
NSMutableDictionary *payload = [NSMutableDictionary dictionary];
NSColor *color = [self.color colorUsingColorSpace:[NSColorSpace genericRGBColorSpace]];
payload[@"hue"] = @([[NSNumber numberWithDouble:[color hueComponent] * 65535] integerValue]);
payload[@"sat"] = @([[NSNumber numberWithDouble:[color saturationComponent] * 255] integerValue]);
payload[@"bri"] = @([[NSNumber numberWithDouble:[color brightnessComponent] * 255] integerValue]);
payload[@"on"] = @(_onOFF);
payload[@"transitiontime"] = @(self.duration*10.0);
return @{dispatchTime: payload};
}
@end
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

AUDummyLight.m
Aurora
Created by Jason Dreisbach on 5/17/13.
Copyright (c) 2013 Jason Dreisbach. All rights reserved.

#import "AUDummyLight.h"
@implementation AUDummyLight
- (NSString *)address
{
return [NSString stringWithFormat:@"/api/%@/lights/%@", self.bridge.username, self.number];
}
@end
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

AUEditorCellView.m
Aurora
Created by Jason Dreisbach on 5/17/13.
Copyright (c) 2013 Jason Dreisbach. All rights reserved.

#import
#import
#import
#import

"AUEditorCellView.h"
"AULinkedScrollView.h"
"AUChannelView.h"
"AUTimelineChannel.h"

@implementation AUEditorCellView
{
IBOutlet AULinkedScrollView *_scrollView;
}
- (void)setObjectValue:(id)objectValue
{
if ([objectValue isKindOfClass:[AUTimelineChannel class]]) {
AUChannelView *channelView = [[AUChannelView alloc] initWithFrame:NSMakeRect(0, 0, 1000, self.frame.size.height)
channel:objectValue];
_scrollView.documentView = channelView;
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}
}
@end
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

AUEffect.m
Aurora
Created by Jason Dreisbach on 4/5/13.
Copyright (c) 2013 Jason Dreisbach. All rights reserved.

#import "AUEffect.h"
#define kStartTimeKey @"starttime"
#define kDurationKey @"duration"
@implementation AUEffect
- (id)init
{
self = [super init];
if (self != nil) {
_startTime = 0.0;
_duration = 1.0;
}
return self;
}
- (id)initWithCoder:(NSCoder *)aDecoder
{
self = [self init];
if (self != nil) {
_startTime = [aDecoder decodeDoubleForKey:kStartTimeKey];
_duration = [aDecoder decodeDoubleForKey:kDurationKey];
}
return self;
}
- (void)encodeWithCoder:(NSCoder *)aCoder
{
[aCoder encodeDouble:_startTime forKey:kStartTimeKey];
[aCoder encodeDouble:_duration forKey:kDurationKey];
}
- (id)copyWithZone:(NSZone *)zone
{
AUEffect *effect = [[[self class] alloc] init];
effect.startTime = self.startTime;
effect.duration = self.duration;
return effect;
}
#pragma mark - Readonly
// For subclasses to override
+ (NSString *)name
{
return @"Effect";
}
+ (NSString *)toolTip
{
return @"Description of the effect";
}
+ (NSImage *)image;
{
NSImage *image = [NSImage imageNamed:@"editing-done"];
[image setTemplate:YES];
return image;
}
- (NSColor *)backgroundColor
{
return [NSColor colorWithCalibratedRed:1.0 green:0.5 blue:0.2 alpha:0.9];
}
+ (NSString *)editViewNibName
{
return @"AUEffectEditView";
}
- (AUEffectEditViewController *)editViewController
{
AUEffectEditViewController *editController = [[AUEffectEditViewController alloc] initWithNibName:[[self class] editViewNibName] bundle:nil];
editController.representedObject = self;
return editController;
}
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- (NSArray *)writableTypesForPasteboard:(NSPasteboard *)pasteboard {
static NSArray *writableTypes = nil;
//

if (!writableTypes) {
writableTypes = @[<#objects, ...#>];
}
return writableTypes;

}
- (NSString *)description
{
return [NSString stringWithFormat:@"%@: %f", self.className, self.startTime];
}
#pragma mark - Actions
- (NSDictionary *)payloads
{
return @{};
}
@end
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

AUEffectCollectionViewItem.m
Aurora
Created by Jason Dreisbach on 4/5/13.
Copyright (c) 2013 Jason Dreisbach. All rights reserved.

#import "AUEffectCollectionViewItem.h"
#import "AUEffect.h"
@implementation AUEffectCollectionViewItem
- (IBAction)startStopButton:(id)sender
{
NSLog(@"%@", self.effectViewController);
//
NSLog(@"%@", [self.effectViewController valueForKey:@"editPopover"]);
}
- (void)setRepresentedObject:(id)representedObject
{
[super setRepresentedObject:representedObject];
// HACK: this is to load the effectviewcontroller property
// otherwise it will be nil
[self view];
//

if ([representedObject isKindOfClass:[AUEffect class]]) {
self.effectViewController.effect = (AUEffect *)representedObject;
}

}
@end
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

AUEffectEditViewController.m
Aurora
Created by Jason Dreisbach on 5/23/13.
Copyright (c) 2013 Jason Dreisbach. All rights reserved.

#import "AUEffectEditViewController.h"
@interface AUEffectEditViewController ()
@end
@implementation AUEffectEditViewController
- (IBAction)saveEffect:(id)sender
{
[self.delegate saveEffect:self.representedObject];
}
- (IBAction)deleteEffect:(id)sender
{
[self.delegate deleteEffect:self.representedObject];
}
@end
//
//

AUEffectTestViewController.m
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//
//
//
//
//

Aurora
Created by Jason Dreisbach on 4/5/13.
Copyright (c) 2013 Jason Dreisbach. All rights reserved.

#import "AUEffectTestViewController.h"
#import "AUEffect.h"
#import "AUStrobe.h"
#import <DPHue.h>
@implementation AUEffectTestViewController
- (void)awakeFromNib
{
// bind our collection view's contents and selection to our array controller
!
[_effectCollectionView bind:@"content" toObject:_effectsArrayController withKeyPath:@"arrangedObjects" options:nil];
!
[_effectCollectionView bind:@"selectionIndexes" toObject:_effectsArrayController withKeyPath:@"selectionIndexes"
options:nil];
[_lightsArrayController bind:@"content" toObject:[DPHue sharedInstance] withKeyPath:@"lights" options:nil];
!
!

[_effectCollectionView setFocusRingType:NSFocusRingTypeNone];!
[_effectCollectionView setSelectable:NO]; // not selectable

// we don't want a focus ring

if ([self.effectsArrayController.arrangedObjects count] == 0) {
AUEffect *effect = [[AUEffect alloc] init];
[self.effectsArrayController addObject:effect];
effect = [[AUStrobe alloc] init];
[self.effectsArrayController addObject:effect];
}
}
- (void)observeValueForKeyPath:(NSString *)keyPath ofObject:(id)object change:(NSDictionary *)change context:(void *)context
{
}
#pragma mark - NSTableViewDelegate
- (BOOL)selectionShouldChangeInTableView:(NSTableView *)tableView
{
return NO;
}
@end
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

AUEffectView.m
Aurora
Created by Jason Dreisbach on 5/22/13.
Copyright (c) 2013 Jason Dreisbach. All rights reserved.

#import
#import
#import
#import
#import
#import
#import

"AUEffectView.h"
"NSView+AUAdditions.h"
"AUEffect.h"
"AUChannelView.h"
"AUTimelineChannel.h"
"AUTimeline.h"
"AUPlaybackCoordinator.h"

#define AURectCenter(rect) CGPointMake(NSMidX(rect),NSMidY(rect))
@implementation AUEffectView
{
NSPopover *_editPopover;
}
- (id)initWithFrame:(NSRect)frameRect
{
self = [super initWithFrame:frameRect];
if (self != nil) {
[[AUPlaybackCoordinator sharedInstance] addObserver:self forKeyPath:@"trackPosition" options:0 context:NULL];
}
return self;
}
- (void)dealloc
{
[[AUPlaybackCoordinator sharedInstance] removeObserver:self forKeyPath:@"trackPosition"];
}
- (void)observeValueForKeyPath:(NSString *)keyPath ofObject:(id)object change:(NSDictionary *)change context:(void *)context
{
[self layoutView];
}
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- (void)layoutView
{
AUTimeline *timeline = [[(AUChannelView *)self.superview channel] timeline];
CGFloat x = self.effect.startTime * timeline.zoomLevel;
CGFloat y = 2.0;
CGFloat width = self.effect.duration * timeline.zoomLevel;
CGFloat height = self.superview.frame.size.height - 4.0;
self.frame = NSMakeRect(x, y, width, height);
[self setNeedsDisplay:YES];
}
- (void)drawRect:(NSRect)dirtyRect
{
NSRect drawingRect = [self bounds];
CGContextRef context = [[NSGraphicsContext currentContext] graphicsPort];
CGContextSaveGState(context);
CGContextSetAlpha(context, 0.7);
CGContextBeginPath(context);
CGContextAddRect(context, drawingRect);
CGContextSetFillColorWithColor(context, [self.effect.backgroundColor CGColor]);
CGContextFillPath(context);
CGContextBeginPath(context);
CGContextAddRect(context, NSInsetRect(drawingRect, 1.0, 1.0));
CGContextSetLineWidth(context, 2.0);
if (self.window.firstResponder == self) {
CGContextSetStrokeColorWithColor(context, [[NSColor blueColor] CGColor]);
}
else {
CGContextSetStrokeColorWithColor(context, [[NSColor clearColor] CGColor]);
}
CGContextStrokePath(context);
CGContextRestoreGState(context);
[super drawRect:dirtyRect];
}
- (void)keyDown:(NSEvent *)theEvent
{
if (theEvent.modifierFlags & NSCommandKeyMask) {
// Copy
if (theEvent.keyCode == 8) {
NSData *data = [NSKeyedArchiver archivedDataWithRootObject:self.effect];
NSPasteboard *pb = [NSPasteboard generalPasteboard];
[pb clearContents];
[pb declareTypes:@[@"AUEffect"] owner:nil];
if ([pb setData:data forType:@"AUEffect"] == NO) {
NSLog(@"oops");
}
}
// Paste
else if (theEvent.keyCode == 9) {
NSPasteboard *pb = [NSPasteboard generalPasteboard];
NSData *data = [pb dataForType:@"AUEffect"];
AUEffect *newEffect = [NSKeyedUnarchiver unarchiveObjectWithData:data];
newEffect.startTime = self.effect.startTime;
[[(AUChannelView *)self.superview channel] addEffect:newEffect];
[[(AUChannelView *)self.superview channel] removeEffect:self.effect];
[(AUChannelView *)self.superview layoutView];
}
}
else {
// Delete
if (theEvent.keyCode == 51) {
[self deleteEffect:self.effect];
}
// Right
if (theEvent.keyCode == 124) {
if (theEvent.modifierFlags & NSShiftKeyMask) {
self.effect.startTime += 0.2;
}
else {
self.effect.startTime += 0.05;
}
[self layoutView];
}
// Left
if (theEvent.keyCode == 123) {
if (theEvent.modifierFlags & NSShiftKeyMask) {
self.effect.startTime -= 0.2;
}
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else {
self.effect.startTime -= 0.05;
}
[self layoutView];
}
}
}
- (void)mouseDown:(NSEvent *)theEvent
{
if (self.window.firstResponder != self) {
[self.window makeFirstResponder:self];
[(AUChannelView *)self.superview layoutView];
// Hack to get the views to redraw
[[AUPlaybackCoordinator sharedInstance] willChangeValueForKey:@"trackPosition"];
[[AUPlaybackCoordinator sharedInstance] didChangeValueForKey:@"trackPosition"];
}
else {
if (_editPopover == nil) {
_editPopover = [[NSPopover alloc] init];
}
if ([_editPopover isShown]) {
[_editPopover close];
_editPopover = nil;
}
else {
AUEffectEditViewController *popoverViewController = [self.effect editViewController];
popoverViewController.delegate = self;
_editPopover.contentViewController = popoverViewController;
[_editPopover showRelativeToRect:[self bounds]
ofView:self
preferredEdge:NSMinYEdge];
}
}
}
- (void)saveEffect:(id)sender
{
if ([_editPopover isShown]) {
[_editPopover close];
_editPopover = nil;
}
[(AUChannelView *)self.superview layoutView];
}
- (void)deleteEffect:(id)sender
{
if ([_editPopover isShown]) {
[_editPopover close];
_editPopover = nil;
}
AUChannelView *channelView = (AUChannelView *)self.superview;
[channelView.channel removeEffect:sender];
[channelView layoutView];
}
@end
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

AULightCellView.m
Aurora
Created by Jason Dreisbach on 5/4/13.
Copyright (c) 2013 Jason Dreisbach. All rights reserved.

#import "AULightCellView.h"
#import "NSView+AUAdditions.h"
@implementation AULightCellView
- (void)drawRect:(NSRect)dirtyRect
{
NSRect drawingRect = [self bounds];
CGContextRef context = [[NSGraphicsContext currentContext] graphicsPort];
CGContextSaveGState(context);
CGContextSetAlpha(context, 0.9);
NSRect clippingRect = drawingRect;
clippingRect.size.height -= 1;
CGPathRef clippingPath = [NSView clippingPathWithRect:drawingRect andRadius:0.0];
CGContextAddPath(context, clippingPath);
CGContextClip(context);
CGPathRelease(clippingPath);
NSColor *startColor = [NSColor colorWithDeviceWhite:0.6 alpha:1.0];
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NSColor *endColor = [NSColor colorWithDeviceWhite:0.9 alpha:1.0];
CGGradientRef gradient = [NSView gradientFromColor:startColor toColor:endColor];
CGContextDrawLinearGradient(context, gradient, CGPointMake(NSMidX(drawingRect), NSMinY(drawingRect)),
CGPointMake(NSMidX(drawingRect), NSMaxY(drawingRect)), 0);
CGGradientRelease(gradient);
CGRect noiseRect = NSInsetRect(drawingRect, 1.0, 1.0);
CGPathRef noiseClippingPath = [NSView clippingPathWithRect:noiseRect andRadius:0.0];
CGContextAddPath(context, noiseClippingPath);
CGContextClip(context);
CGPathRelease(noiseClippingPath);
[self drawNoiseWithOpacity:0.01];
[[NSColor lightGrayColor] setStroke];
NSBezierPath *borderPath = [NSBezierPath bezierPathWithRect:NSInsetRect(self.bounds, 1.0, 1.0)];
[borderPath setLineWidth:2.0];
[borderPath stroke];
CGContextRestoreGState(context);

[super drawRect:dirtyRect];
}
@end
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

AULightColorView.m
Aurora
Created by Jason Dreisbach on 3/29/13.
Copyright (c) 2013 Jason Dreisbach. All rights reserved.

#import "AULightColorView.h"
@implementation AULightColorView
- (id)initWithFrame:(NSRect)frameRect
{
self = [super initWithFrame:frameRect];
if (self != nil) {
[self addObserver:self forKeyPath:@"color" options:0 context:nil];
}
return self;
}
- (id)init
{
self = [super init];
if (self) {
[self addObserver:self forKeyPath:@"color" options:0 context:nil];
}
return self;
}
- (void)dealloc
{
[self removeObserver:self forKeyPath:@"color"];
}
- (void)observeValueForKeyPath:(NSString *)keyPath ofObject:(id)object change:(NSDictionary *)change context:(void *)context
{
if (object == self && [keyPath isEqualToString:@"color"]) {
[self setNeedsDisplay:YES];
}
}
- (void)drawRect:(NSRect)dirtyRect
{
NSRect insetRect = NSInsetRect(self.bounds, 2.0, 2.0);
NSBezierPath *path = [NSBezierPath bezierPathWithRect:insetRect];
[path setLineWidth:1.0];
_strokeColor ? [_strokeColor setStroke] : [[NSColor darkGrayColor] setStroke];
[path stroke];
_color ? [_color setFill] : [[NSColor clearColor] setFill];
[path fill];
}
@end
//
//
//

AULightIndexTransformer.m
Aurora
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//
//
//
//

Created by Jason Dreisbach on 5/4/13.
Copyright (c) 2013 Jason Dreisbach. All rights reserved.

#import "AULightIndexTransformer.h"
@implementation AULightIndexTransformer
+ (Class)transformedValueClass
{
return [NSString class];
}
+ (BOOL)allowsReverseTransformation
{
return NO;
}
- (id)transformedValue:(id)value
{
NSString *transformedString = nil;
if ([value isKindOfClass:[NSDictionary class]]) {
NSDictionary *dict = value;
transformedString = [NSString stringWithFormat:@"%@:", dict[@"index"]];
}
return transformedString;
}
@end
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

AULightTableCellView.m
Aurora
Created by Jason Dreisbach on 3/29/13.
Copyright (c) 2013 Jason Dreisbach. All rights reserved.

#import "AULightTableCellView.h"
#import "AULightColorView.h"
#import <DPHueLight.h>
@implementation AULightTableCellView
{
IBOutlet AULightColorView *_colorView;
}
- (IBAction)change:(id)sender
{
DPHueLight *light = self.objectValue;
light.on = NO;
[light write];
}
- (void)setObjectValue:(id)objectValue
{
[self.objectValue removeObserver:self forKeyPath:@"color"];
[super setObjectValue:objectValue];
[objectValue addObserver:self forKeyPath:@"color" options:0 context:nil];
NSColor *color = (NSColor *)[objectValue valueForKey:@"color"];
if ([color isKindOfClass:[NSColor class]]) {
_colorView.color = color;
}
}
- (void)observeValueForKeyPath:(NSString *)keyPath ofObject:(id)object change:(NSDictionary *)change context:(void *)context
{
if ((object == self.objectValue) && [keyPath isEqualToString:@"color"]) {
NSColor *color = (NSColor *)[object valueForKey:@"color"];
if ([color isKindOfClass:[NSColor class]]) {
_colorView.color = color;
}
}
}
@end
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

AULinkedScrollView.m
celltest
Created by Jason Dreisbach on 5/10/13.
Copyright (c) 2013 Jason Dreisbach. All rights reserved.

#import "AULinkedScrollView.h"
@interface AUInvisibleScroller : NSScroller @end
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@implementation AUInvisibleScroller
+ (BOOL)isCompatibleWithOverlayScrollers {return self == [AUInvisibleScroller class];}
- (BOOL)isHidden {return YES;}
@end
static NSString *const kAULinkedScrollViewFrameChange = @"AULinkedScrollViewFrameChange";
@implementation AULinkedScrollView
- (id)initWithFrame:(NSRect)frameRect
{
self = [super initWithFrame:frameRect];
if (self != nil) {
[[NSNotificationCenter defaultCenter] addObserverForName:kAULinkedScrollViewFrameChange object:nil
queue:[NSOperationQueue mainQueue] usingBlock:^(NSNotification *note) {
AULinkedScrollView *changedView = note.object;
[self.contentView scrollToPoint:[changedView.contentView bounds].origin];
[self reflectScrolledClipView:self.contentView];
}];
}
return self;
}
- (void)awakeFromNib
{
[self setHasHorizontalScroller:YES];
[self setHorizontalScroller:[[AUInvisibleScroller alloc] init]];
[self setHorizontalScrollElasticity:NSScrollElasticityAutomatic];
[self setVerticalScroller:[[AUInvisibleScroller alloc] init]];
[self setVerticalScrollElasticity:NSScrollElasticityNone];
[self setBorderType:NSNoBorder];
[self.contentView setCopiesOnScroll:YES];
}
- (void)dealloc
{
[[NSNotificationCenter defaultCenter] removeObserver:self];
}
- (void)scrollWheel:(NSEvent *)theEvent
{
[super scrollWheel:theEvent];
[self.nextResponder scrollWheel:theEvent];
[[NSNotificationCenter defaultCenter] postNotificationName:kAULinkedScrollViewFrameChange object:self];
}
@end
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

AUNavigationController.m
Aurora
Created by Jason Dreisbach on 5/22/13.
Copyright (c) 2013 Jason Dreisbach. All rights reserved.

#import
#import
#import
#import

"AUNavigationController.h"
"AUViewController.h"
"AUTitlebarView.h"
"AUBottomBarView.h"

@interface BFNavigationController ()
- (void)_setViewControllers:(NSArray *)controllers animated:(BOOL)animated;
- (void)_navigateFromViewController:(NSViewController *)lastController
toViewController:(NSViewController *)newController
animated:(BOOL)animated
push:(BOOL)push;
@end
@implementation AUNavigationController
- (id)initWithFrame:(NSRect)aFrame rootViewController:(NSViewController *)controller
{
self = [super initWithFrame:aFrame rootViewController:controller];
if (self != nil) {
if ([controller respondsToSelector:@selector(setNavigationController:)]) {
[(id)controller setNavigationController:self];
}
}
return self;
}
- (void)pushViewController:(NSViewController *)viewController animated:(BOOL)animated
{
if ([viewController respondsToSelector:@selector(setNavigationController:)]) {
[(id)viewController setNavigationController:self];
}
[super pushViewController:viewController animated:animated];
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}
- (void)_setViewControllers:(NSArray *)controllers animated:(BOOL)animated
{
[super _setViewControllers:controllers animated:animated];
for (id viewController in self.viewControllers) {
if ([viewController respondsToSelector:@selector(setNavigationController:)]) {
[(id)viewController setNavigationController:self];
}
}
}
- (void)_navigateFromViewController:(NSViewController *)lastController
toViewController:(NSViewController *)newController
animated:(BOOL)animated
push:(BOOL)push
{
[self.titleBarView setSubviews:@[]];
[self.bottomBarView setSubviews:@[]];
[super _navigateFromViewController:lastController toViewController:newController animated:animated push:push];
if ([newController isKindOfClass:[AUViewController class]]) {
AUViewController *controller = (AUViewController *)newController;
if (controller.titleBarView != nil) {
[controller.titleBarView setFrame:self.titleBarView.bounds];
[self.titleBarView addSubview:controller.titleBarView];
}
if (controller.bottomBarView != nil) {
[controller.bottomBarView setFrame:self.bottomBarView.bounds];
[self.bottomBarView addSubview:controller.bottomBarView];
}
}
}
@end
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

AUPlaybackCoordinator.m
Aurora
Created by Jason Dreisbach on 5/4/13.
Copyright (c) 2013 Jason Dreisbach. All rights reserved.

#import
#import
#import
#import
#import
#import
#import
#import

"AUPlaybackCoordinator.h"
"SPPlaylist+AUAdditions.h"
"SPTrack+AUAdditions.h"
"AUTimeline.h"
"AUTimelineChannel.h"
"AUEffect.h"
<sys/time.h>
<DPHue.h>

#define kEffectQueueLength 0.3;
@interface AUPlaybackCoordinator ()
@end
@implementation AUPlaybackCoordinator
{
dispatch_queue_t _lightEffectQueue;
NSInteger _currentTrackIndex;
NSTimeInterval _lightQueueIndex;
dispatch_time_t _startTime;
}
static AUPlaybackCoordinator *sharedInstance = nil;
+ (id)sharedInstance
{
return sharedInstance;
}
+ (id)initializeSharedInstance
{
static dispatch_once_t onceToken;
dispatch_once(&onceToken, ^{
sharedInstance = [[AUPlaybackCoordinator alloc] initWithPlaybackSession:[SPSession sharedSession]];
sharedInstance.volume = 1.0;
});
return sharedInstance;
}
- (id)initWithPlaybackSession:(SPSession *)aSession
{
self = [super initWithPlaybackSession:aSession];
if (self != nil) {
_lightEffectQueue = dispatch_queue_create("com.apple.aurora.lights.q", DISPATCH_QUEUE_SERIAL);
[self addObserver:self forKeyPath:@"isPlaying" options:0 context:NULL];
}
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return self;
}
- (void)dealloc
{
[self removeObserver:self forKeyPath:@"isPlaying"];
}
- (void)observeValueForKeyPath:(NSString *)keyPath ofObject:(id)object change:(NSDictionary *)change context:(void *)context
{
if (object == self && [keyPath isEqualToString:@"isPlaying"]) {
_lightQueueIndex = self.trackPosition;
if (self.isPlaying == YES) {
_startTime = dispatch_time(DISPATCH_TIME_NOW, (int64_t) (-1.0 * self.trackPosition * NSEC_PER_SEC));
[self queueEffects];
}
}
}
- (void)seekToTrackPosition:(NSTimeInterval)newPosition
{
[super seekToTrackPosition:newPosition];
_lightQueueIndex = self.trackPosition;
_startTime = dispatch_time(DISPATCH_TIME_NOW, (int64_t) (-1.0 * self.trackPosition * NSEC_PER_SEC));
}
- (void)queueEffects
{
NSArray *allLights = [[DPHue sharedInstance] lights];
NSArray *channels = self.currentTrack.timeline.channels;
NSTimeInterval oldTrackIndex = _lightQueueIndex;
NSTimeInterval newTrackIndex = self.trackPosition + kEffectQueueLength;
_lightQueueIndex = newTrackIndex;
for (DPHueLight *light in allLights) {
if (channels.count >= [light.number integerValue]) {
AUTimelineChannel *channel = [channels objectAtIndex:[light.number integerValue] - 1];
NSArray *effects = [channel effectsFrom:oldTrackIndex to:newTrackIndex];
if (effects.count > 0) {
for (AUEffect *effect in effects) {
NSDictionary *payloads = effect.payloads;
for (NSNumber *dispatchTime in payloads.allKeys) {
NSDictionary *payload = payloads[dispatchTime];
double delayInSeconds = [dispatchTime doubleValue];
dispatch_time_t popTime = dispatch_time(_startTime, (int64_t)(delayInSeconds * NSEC_PER_SEC));
dispatch_after(popTime, _lightEffectQueue, ^(void){
if (self.isPlaying) {
[light.state writeChanges:payload];
}
});
}
}
}
}
}
}
-(void)coreAudioController:(SPCoreAudioController *)controller didOutputAudioOfDuration:(NSTimeInterval)audioDuration
{
[super coreAudioController:controller didOutputAudioOfDuration:audioDuration];
[self queueEffects];
}
- (void)sessionDidEndPlayback:(SPSession *)aSession
{
if (self.currentPlaylist != nil) {
[self nextTrack];
self.isPlaying = YES;
}
else {
[super sessionDidEndPlayback:aSession];
}
}
+ (NSSet *)keyPathsForValuesAffectingTrackPositionString
{
return [NSSet setWithArray:@[@"trackPosition"]];
}
- (NSString *)trackPositionString
{
if (self.currentTrack == nil)
return @"";
int min = self.trackPosition/60;
int sec = self.trackPosition - (min * 60);
return [NSString stringWithFormat:@"%02d:%02d", min, sec];
}
- (void)playTrack:(SPTrack *)aTrack callback:(SPErrorableOperationCallback)block
{
if (self.currentPlaylist != nil) {
NSUInteger trackIndex = [self.currentPlaylist.tracks indexOfObject:aTrack];
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if (trackIndex != NSNotFound) {
_currentTrackIndex = trackIndex;
}
else {
self.currentPlaylist = nil;
}
}
[super playTrack:aTrack callback:block];
}
- (void)setCurrentPlaylist:(SPPlaylist *)currentPlaylist
{
if (_currentPlaylist != currentPlaylist) {
_currentPlaylist = currentPlaylist;
[self playTrack:self.currentPlaylist.tracks[0] callback:^(NSError *error) {
self.isPlaying = NO;
}];
}
}
- (void)previousTrack
{
if (self.currentPlaylist != nil) {
if (self.trackPosition > 0.5) {
[self seekToTrackPosition:0.0];
}
else {
NSInteger nextTrackIndex;
if (_currentTrackIndex == 0) {
nextTrackIndex = self.currentPlaylist.tracks.count - 1;
}
else {
nextTrackIndex = _currentTrackIndex - 1;
}
BOOL shouldPlay = self.isPlaying;
[self playTrack:self.currentPlaylist.tracks[nextTrackIndex] callback:^(NSError *error) {
if (error != nil) {
NSLog(@"%s:playTrack:%@", __PRETTY_FUNCTION__, error);
}
self.isPlaying = shouldPlay;
}];
}
}
}
- (void)nextTrack
{
if (self.currentPlaylist != nil) {
NSUInteger nextTrackIndex = _currentTrackIndex + 1;
if (nextTrackIndex >= self.currentPlaylist.tracks.count) {
nextTrackIndex = 0;
}
BOOL shouldPlay = self.isPlaying;
[self playTrack:self.currentPlaylist.tracks[nextTrackIndex] callback:^(NSError *error) {
if (error != nil) {
NSLog(@"%s:playTrack:%@", __PRETTY_FUNCTION__, error);
}
self.isPlaying = shouldPlay;
}];
}
}
@end
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

AURootViewController.m
Aurora
Created by Jason Dreisbach on 5/22/13.
Copyright (c) 2013 Jason Dreisbach. All rights reserved.

#import "AURootViewController.h"
#import "AUSpotifyViewController.h"
#import "AUEffectTestViewController.h"
@interface AURootViewController ()
@end
@implementation AURootViewController
- (id)initWithNibName:(NSString *)nibNameOrNil bundle:(NSBundle *)nibBundleOrNil
{
self = [super initWithNibName:nibNameOrNil bundle:nibBundleOrNil];
if (self) {
// Initialization code here.
}
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return self;
}
- (void)viewWillAppear:(BOOL)animated
{
}
- (IBAction)showMyPlaylists:(id)sender
{
}
- (IBAction)showSpotifyViewController:(id)sender
{
AUSpotifyViewController *spotifyViewController = [[AUSpotifyViewController alloc] initWithNibName:@"AUSpotifyView"
bundle:nil];
[self pushViewController:spotifyViewController animated:YES];
}
@end
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

AUScrollView.m
Aurora
Created by Jason Dreisbach on 5/4/13.
Copyright (c) 2013 Jason Dreisbach. All rights reserved.

#import "AUScrollView.h"
#import "NSView+AUAdditions.h"
@implementation AUScrollView
- (void)awakeFromNib
{
NSImage *patternImage = [NSImage imageNamed:self.backgroundPatternImageName];
if (patternImage != nil) {
self.drawsBackground = NO;
self.customBackgroundColor = [NSColor colorWithPatternImage:patternImage];
}
}
- (void)drawRect:(NSRect)dirtyRect
{
NSGraphicsContext* theContext = [NSGraphicsContext currentContext];
[theContext saveGraphicsState];
[[NSGraphicsContext currentContext] setPatternPhase:NSMakePoint(0,[self frame].size.height)];
[self.customBackgroundColor set];
NSRectFill([self bounds]);
[theContext restoreGraphicsState];
[super drawRect:dirtyRect];
}
@end
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

AUPerformanceEditViewController.m
Aurora
Created by Jason Dreisbach on 3/7/13.
Copyright (c) 2013 Jason Dreisbach. All rights reserved.

#import
#import
#import
#import
#import
#import
#import

"AUSongEditorViewController.h"
"AUPlaybackCoordinator.h"
"SPTrack+AUAdditions.h"
"AUTimeline.h"
"AUTimelineChannel.h"
<DPHue.h>
"AUDummyLight.h"

@implementation AUSongEditorViewController
{
IBOutlet NSTableView *_tableView;
NSArray *_lights;
NSInteger _maxLightNumber;
}
- (id)initWithNibName:(NSString *)nibNameOrNil bundle:(NSBundle *)nibBundleOrNil
{
self = [super initWithNibName:nibNameOrNil bundle:nibBundleOrNil];
if (self != nil) {
[[AUPlaybackCoordinator sharedInstance] addObserver:self forKeyPath:@"currentTrack" options:0 context:NULL];
[[DPHue sharedInstance] addObserver:self forKeyPath:@"lights" options:0 context:NULL];
}
return self;
}
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- (void)dealloc
{
[[AUPlaybackCoordinator sharedInstance] removeObserver:self forKeyPath:@"currentTrack"];
[[DPHue sharedInstance] removeObserver:self forKeyPath:@"lights"];
}
- (void)observeValueForKeyPath:(NSString *)keyPath ofObject:(id)object change:(NSDictionary *)change context:(void *)context
{
if (object == [AUPlaybackCoordinator sharedInstance] && [keyPath isEqualToString:@"currentTrack"]) {
dispatch_async(dispatch_get_main_queue(), ^{
if (self == self.navigationController.visibleViewController) {
[self popViewControllerAnimated:YES];
[self pushViewController:self animated:YES];
}
});
}
else if (object == [DPHue sharedInstance] && [keyPath isEqualToString:@"lights"]) {
[self getLights];
}
}
- (void)getLights
{
if ([[[DPHue sharedInstance] lights] count] == 0) {
[self performSelector:_cmd withObject:nil afterDelay:1.0];
return;
}
_lights = [[DPHue sharedInstance] lights];
_maxLightNumber = -1;
for (DPHueLight *light in _lights) {
if ([light.number integerValue] > _maxLightNumber) {
_maxLightNumber = [light.number integerValue];
}
}
NSMutableArray *lightArray = [NSMutableArray array];
for (DPHueLight *light in _lights) {
for (NSInteger i = lightArray.count; i < ([light.number integerValue] - 1); i++) {
AUDummyLight *dummyLight = [[AUDummyLight alloc] init];
dummyLight.name = [NSString stringWithFormat:@"Dummy %ld", i];
[lightArray addObject:dummyLight];
}
[lightArray addObject:light];
}
_lights = lightArray;
NSInteger newChannelCount = (_maxLightNumber) - [self.timeline.channels count];
for (int i = 0; i < newChannelCount; i++) {
[self.timeline addChannel:[[AUTimelineChannel alloc] init]];
}
[_tableView reloadData];
}
- (AUTimeline *)timeline
{
return [[[AUPlaybackCoordinator sharedInstance] currentTrack] timeline];
}
#pragma mark - Actions
- (IBAction)back:(id)sender
{
[super back:sender];
}
- (IBAction)saveTimeline:(id)sender
{
[[[AUPlaybackCoordinator sharedInstance] currentTrack] saveTimeline];
}
- (IBAction)addRemoveLight:(id)sender
{
if ([sender isKindOfClass:[NSSegmentedControl class]]) {
NSSegmentedControl *segmentedControl = sender;

//
//

// Add
if (segmentedControl.selectedSegment == 0) {
AUTimelineChannel *channel = [[AUTimelineChannel alloc] init];
_lights = [_lights arrayByAddingObject:[[AUDummyLight alloc] init]];
[self.timeline addChannel:channel];
[_tableView reloadData];
}
// Remove
else {
// whats the right thing to do here?
NSArray *selectedObjects =
[self.timeline removeObjects:self.timeline.channelArrayController.selectedObjects];
}
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}
}
#pragma mark - BFViewController Additions
- (void)viewWillAppear:(BOOL)animated
{
[self timeline];
[self getLights];
}
#pragma mark - NSTableViewDelegate
// TODO: dragging support
#pragma mark - NSTableViewDataSource
- (NSInteger)numberOfRowsInTableView:(NSTableView *)tableView;
{
return self.timeline.channels.count;
}
- (id)tableView:(NSTableView *)tableView objectValueForTableColumn:(NSTableColumn *)tableColumn row:(NSInteger)row;
{
if ([tableColumn.identifier isEqualToString:@"lights"]) {
return [_lights objectAtIndex:row];
}
else if ([tableColumn.identifier isEqualToString:@"channels"]) {
return [self.timeline.channels objectAtIndex:row];
}
return nil;
}
@end
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

AULoginViewController.m
Aurora
Created by Jason Dreisbach on 4/22/13.
Copyright (c) 2013 Jason Dreisbach. All rights reserved.

#import "AUSpotifyLoginPanelController.h"
@implementation AUSpotifyLoginPanelController
- (BOOL)hasValidValues
{
return (_usernameField.stringValue.length > 0) && (_passwordField.stringValue.length > 0);
}
- (void)windowDidLoad
{
NSUserDefaults *defaults = [NSUserDefaults standardUserDefaults];
NSString *username = [defaults objectForKey:@"spotify_username"] ?: @"";
NSString *credential = [defaults objectForKey:@"spotify_credential"] ?: @"";
if ([self hasValidValues]) {
[[SPSession sharedSession] attemptLoginWithUserName:username existingCredential:credential];
}
else {
if ([username length] > 0) {
_usernameField.stringValue = username;
[_passwordField becomeFirstResponder];
}
}
}
#pragma mark - Actions
- (IBAction)signIn:(id)sender
{
if ([self hasValidValues]) {
[_progressIndicator setHidden:NO];
[_progressIndicator startAnimation:self];
[[SPSession sharedSession] attemptLoginWithUserName:_usernameField.stringValue password:_passwordField.stringValue];
}
else {
NSBeep();
}
}
- (IBAction)cancelSheet:(id)sender
{
[NSApp endSheet:self.window returnCode:NSCancelButton];
}
- (void)shake
{
//Gets the window rect
NSRect rect = [self.window frame];
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//Shake offset amount
int amount = -10;
//Shake the window 5 times
for(int i = 0; i < 5; i++){
//Changes the frame origin
[self.window setFrameOrigin:NSMakePoint((rect.origin.x + amount), rect.origin.y)];
//Pause the thread for 0.04 seconds
usleep((useconds_t)40000);
//Inverts the offset amount
amount *= -1;
}
//Restore the window’s original position
[self.window setFrame:rect display:NO];
}
- (void)save
{
NSUserDefaults *defaults = [NSUserDefaults standardUserDefaults];
[defaults setObject:_usernameField.stringValue forKey:@"spotify_username"];
}
- (void)reset
{
[_usernameField setEnabled:YES];
[_passwordField setEnabled:YES];
[_progressIndicator setHidden:YES];
[_progressIndicator stopAnimation:self];
[self shake];
}
#pragma mark - NSControlTextEditingDelegate
//- (BOOL)control:(NSControl *)control textShouldBeginEditing:(NSText *)fieldEditor
//{
//
if (control == _passwordField) {
//
[_signInButton setEnabled:[self hasValidValues]];
//
}
//
return YES;
//}
//- (BOOL)control:(NSControl *)control textShouldEndEditing:(NSText *)fieldEditor
//{
//
//
return YES;
//}
@end
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

AUSpotifyViewController.m
Aurora
Created by Jason Dreisbach on 2/6/13.
Copyright (c) 2013 Jason Dreisbach. All rights reserved.

#import
#import
#import
#import
#import
#import

"AUSpotifyViewController.h"
"AUSongEditorViewController.h"
"AUPlaybackCoordinator.h"
"SPPlaylist+AUAdditions.m"
<CocoaLibSpotify/CocoaLibSpotify.h>
"SPTrack+AUAdditions.h"

@interface AUSpotifyViewController ()
{
IBOutlet NSTableView *_playlistTableView;
IBOutlet NSArrayController *_playlistArrayController;
IBOutlet NSTableView *_trackTableView;
IBOutlet NSArrayController *_trackArrayController;
AUSongEditorViewController *_songEditorViewController;
}
@end
@implementation AUSpotifyViewController
- (SPSession *)spotifySession
{
return [SPSession sharedSession];
}
- (id)initWithCoder:(NSCoder *)aDecoder
{
self = [super initWithCoder:aDecoder];
if (self != nil) {
self.view.layer.backgroundColor = [[NSColor colorWithPatternImage:[NSImage imageNamed:@"AULinenDark"]] CGColor];
}
return self;
}
#pragma mark - NSTableViewDelegate
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- (BOOL)tableView:(NSTableView *)tableView shouldSelectRow:(NSInteger)row
{
if (tableView == _playlistTableView) {
if ([_playlistArrayController.arrangedObjects count] > 0) {
SPPlaylist *playlist = [_playlistArrayController.arrangedObjects objectAtIndex:row];
[SPAsyncLoading waitUntilLoaded:playlist timeout:kSPAsyncLoadingDefaultTimeout then:^(NSArray *loadedPlaylist, NSArray *notLoadedPlaylist) {
[SPAsyncLoading waitUntilLoaded:playlist.tracks timeout:kSPAsyncLoadingDefaultTimeout then:^(NSArray *loadedTracks, NSArray *notLoadedTracks) {
[_trackArrayController setContent:loadedTracks];
if ([notLoadedTracks count] > 0) {
NSLog(@"Unloaded tracks from playlist: %@", notLoadedTracks);
}
}];
}];
}
}
return YES;
}
- (void)tableView:(NSTableView *)tableView willDisplayCell:(id)cell forTableColumn:(NSTableColumn *)tableColumn
row:(NSInteger)row
{
if (tableView == _playlistTableView) {
SPPlaylist *shownPlaylist = [_playlistArrayController.arrangedObjects objectAtIndex:row];
[shownPlaylist startLoading];
}
}
#pragma mark - BFViewController additions
- (void)viewWillAppear:(BOOL)animated
{
static dispatch_once_t onceToken;
dispatch_once(&onceToken, ^{
[SPAsyncLoading waitUntilLoaded:self.spotifySession timeout:kSPAsyncLoadingDefaultTimeout then:^(NSArray *loadedItems,
NSArray *notLoadedItems) {
[SPAsyncLoading waitUntilLoaded:self.spotifySession.userPlaylists timeout:kSPAsyncLoadingDefaultTimeout
then:^(NSArray *loadedPlaylists, NSArray *notLoadedPlaylists) {
[self tableView:_playlistTableView shouldSelectRow:0];
[_playlistTableView selectRowIndexes:[NSIndexSet indexSetWithIndex:0] byExtendingSelection:NO];
double delayInSeconds = 0.1;
dispatch_time_t popTime = dispatch_time(DISPATCH_TIME_NOW, (int64_t)(delayInSeconds * NSEC_PER_SEC));
dispatch_after(popTime, dispatch_get_main_queue(), ^(void){
[self selectPlaylist:_playlistArrayController.selectedObjects];
});
}];
}];
});
}
- (void)selectPlaylist:(id)sender
{
SPPlaylist *playlist = [sender lastObject];
if (playlist != nil) {
[SPAsyncLoading waitUntilLoaded:playlist timeout:kSPAsyncLoadingDefaultTimeout then:^(NSArray *loadedItems, NSArray *notLoadedItems) {
[[AUPlaybackCoordinator sharedInstance] setCurrentPlaylist:playlist];
}];
}
}
- (void)editSong:(id)sender
{
AUPlaybackCoordinator *playbackCoordinator = [AUPlaybackCoordinator sharedInstance];
playbackCoordinator.currentPlaylist = [_playlistArrayController.selectedObjects lastObject];
[playbackCoordinator playTrack:[sender lastObject] callback:^(NSError *error) {
playbackCoordinator.isPlaying = NO;
if (error != nil) {
NSLog(@"%s:playTrack:%@", __PRETTY_FUNCTION__, error);
}
}];
if (_songEditorViewController == nil) {
_songEditorViewController = [[AUSongEditorViewController alloc] initWithNibName:@"AUSongEditorView" bundle:nil];
}
[self pushViewController:_songEditorViewController animated:YES];
}
@end
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

AUStrobeEffect.m
Aurora
Created by Jason Dreisbach on 4/5/13.
Copyright (c) 2013 Jason Dreisbach. All rights reserved.

#import "AUStrobe.h"
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#define
#define
#define
#define

kColorKey @"color"
kFrequencyKey @"frequency"
ktransitionTimeKey @"transitiontime"
kfullOffKey @"fullOff"

#define kDefaultChangeTimeInterval 0.1
@implementation AUStrobe
- (id)init
{
self = [super init];
if (self != nil) {
_color = [NSColor whiteColor];
_frequency = 2.0;
_transitionTime = 0.0;
}
return self;
}
- (id)initWithCoder:(NSCoder *)aDecoder
{
self = [super initWithCoder:aDecoder];
if (self != nil) {
_color = [aDecoder decodeObjectForKey:kColorKey];
_frequency = [aDecoder decodeDoubleForKey:kFrequencyKey];
_transitionTime = [aDecoder decodeDoubleForKey:ktransitionTimeKey];
_fullOff = [aDecoder decodeBoolForKey:kfullOffKey];
}
return self;
}
- (void)encodeWithCoder:(NSCoder *)aCoder
{
[super encodeWithCoder:aCoder];
[aCoder encodeObject:_color forKey:kColorKey];
[aCoder encodeDouble:_frequency forKey:kFrequencyKey];
[aCoder encodeDouble:_transitionTime forKey:ktransitionTimeKey];
[aCoder encodeBool:_fullOff forKey:kfullOffKey];
}
- (id)copyWithZone:(NSZone *)zone
{
AUStrobe *effect = [super copyWithZone:zone];
effect.color = [self.color copy];
effect.frequency = self.frequency;
effect.transitionTime = self.transitionTime;
effect.fullOff = self.fullOff;
return effect;
}
#pragma mark - Readonly
// For subclasses to override
+ (NSString *)name
{
return @"Strobe";
}
+ (NSString *)toolTip
{
return @"Flashing lights at a certain frequency";
}
+ (NSImage *)image;
{
NSImage *image = [NSImage imageNamed:@"editing-done"];
[image setTemplate:YES];
return image;
}
+ (NSString *)editViewNibName
{
return @"AUStrobeEffectEditView";
}
- (NSColor *)backgroundColor
{
return [NSColor colorWithCalibratedRed:0.2 green:0.7 blue:0.2 alpha:0.9];
}
- (NSDictionary *)payloads
{
NSMutableDictionary *payloads = [NSMutableDictionary dictionary];
NSNumber *dispatchTime = [NSNumber numberWithDouble:self.startTime];
NSNumber *endTime = [NSNumber numberWithDouble:(self.startTime + self.duration)];
NSTimeInterval intervalStep = kDefaultChangeTimeInterval;
if (self.frequency > 0) {
intervalStep = 1.0 / self.frequency;
}
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while ([dispatchTime isLessThan:endTime]) {
NSMutableDictionary *payload = [NSMutableDictionary dictionary];
NSColor *color = [self.color colorUsingColorSpace:[NSColorSpace genericRGBColorSpace]];
payload[@"hue"] = @([[NSNumber numberWithDouble:[color hueComponent] * 65535] integerValue]);
payload[@"sat"] = @([[NSNumber numberWithDouble:[color saturationComponent] * 255] integerValue]);
payload[@"bri"] = @([[NSNumber numberWithDouble:[color brightnessComponent] * 255] integerValue]);
payload[@"on"] = @YES;
payload[@"transitiontime"] = @(self.transitionTime);
[payloads setObject:payload forKey:dispatchTime];
dispatchTime = [NSNumber numberWithDouble:[dispatchTime doubleValue] + intervalStep/2.0];
[payloads setObject:@{
@"on" : @(_fullOff),
@"bri": @0,
@"transitiontime" : @(self.transitionTime)
} forKey:dispatchTime];
dispatchTime = [NSNumber numberWithDouble:[dispatchTime doubleValue] + intervalStep/2.0];
}
return payloads;
}
@end
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

AUTimeIntervalTransformer.m
Aurora
Created by Jason Dreisbach on 5/16/13.
Copyright (c) 2013 Jason Dreisbach. All rights reserved.

#import "AUTimeIntervalTransformer.h"
@implementation AUTimeIntervalTransformer
+ (Class)transformedValueClass
{
return [NSString class];
}
+ (BOOL)allowsReverseTransformation
{
return NO;
}
- (id)transformedValue:(id)value
{
NSString *transformedString = nil;
if ([value isKindOfClass:[NSValue class]]) {
int msec = (int)([value doubleValue] * 1000.0) % 1000;
int sec = (int)([value doubleValue]) % 60;
int min = (int)([value doubleValue]/60) % (60);
transformedString = [NSString stringWithFormat:@"%02d:%02d:%03d", min, sec, msec];
}
return transformedString;
}
@end
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

AUEffectTimeline.m
Aurora
Created by Jason Dreisbach on 5/4/13.
Copyright (c) 2013 Jason Dreisbach. All rights reserved.

#import "AUTimeline.h"
#import "AUTimelineChannel.h"
#import "AUEffect.h"
#define kChannelsKey @"channels"
#define kDurationKey @"duration"
#define kZoomLevelKey @"zoom"
@implementation AUTimeline
{
NSArrayController *_channelArrayController;
}
- (id)init
{
self = [super init];
if (self != nil) {
_channelArrayController = [[NSArrayController alloc] init];
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_zoomLevel = 1.0;
}
return self;
}
- (id)initWithContentsOfPath:(NSString *)filePath
{
id archivedObject = [NSKeyedUnarchiver unarchiveObjectWithFile:filePath];
self = archivedObject == nil ? [self init] : archivedObject;
return self;
}
- (id)initWithCoder:(NSCoder *)aDecoder
{
self = [self init];
if (self != nil) {
[_channelArrayController addObjects:[aDecoder decodeObjectForKey:kChannelsKey]];
for (AUTimelineChannel *channel in _channelArrayController.arrangedObjects) {
channel.timeline = self;
}
_duration = [aDecoder decodeDoubleForKey:kDurationKey];
_zoomLevel = [aDecoder decodeDoubleForKey:kZoomLevelKey];
}
return self;
}
- (void)encodeWithCoder:(NSCoder *)aCoder
{
[aCoder encodeObject:_channelArrayController.arrangedObjects forKey:kChannelsKey];
[aCoder encodeDouble:_duration forKey:kDurationKey];
[aCoder encodeDouble:_zoomLevel forKey:kZoomLevelKey];
}
- (void)writeToFile:(NSString *)filePath
{
NSError *err = nil;
[[NSFileManager defaultManager] createDirectoryAtPath:[filePath stringByDeletingLastPathComponent]
withIntermediateDirectories:YES attributes:nil error:&err];
if (err != nil) {
NSLog(@"%s: %@", __PRETTY_FUNCTION__, err);
}
else {
[NSKeyedArchiver archiveRootObject:self toFile:filePath];
}
}
- (NSArray *)channels
{
return _channelArrayController.arrangedObjects;
}
- (void)addChannel:(AUTimelineChannel *)channel
{
channel.timeline = self;
[_channelArrayController addObject:channel];
}
- (void)removeChannel:(AUTimelineChannel *)channel
{
[_channelArrayController remove:channel];
}
@end
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

AUTimelineChannel.m
Aurora
Created by Jason Dreisbach on 5/13/13.
Copyright (c) 2013 Jason Dreisbach. All rights reserved.

#import "AUTimelineChannel.h"
#import "AUEffect.h"
#import <DPHueLight.h>
#define kEffectsArrayKey @"effectsArray"
@implementation AUTimelineChannel
{
NSArrayController *_effectArrayController;
}
- (id)init
{
self = [super init];
if (self != nil) {
_effectArrayController = [[NSArrayController alloc] init];
NSSortDescriptor *sortdescriptor = [[NSSortDescriptor alloc] initWithKey:@"startTime" ascending:YES];
[_effectArrayController setSortDescriptors:@[sortdescriptor]];
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// Stuff with a fake bridge
_light = [[DPHueLight alloc] initWithBridge:nil];
}
return self;
}
- (id)initWithCoder:(NSCoder *)aDecoder
{
self = [self init];
if (self != nil) {
[_effectArrayController addObjects:[aDecoder decodeObjectForKey:kEffectsArrayKey]];
}
return self;
}
- (void)encodeWithCoder:(NSCoder *)aCoder
{
[aCoder encodeObject:_effectArrayController.arrangedObjects forKey:kEffectsArrayKey];
}
#pragma mark - Effect Management
- (void)addEffect:(AUEffect *)effect
{
[self willChangeValueForKey:@"effects"];
[_effectArrayController addObject:effect];
[self didChangeValueForKey:@"effects"];
}
- (void)removeEffect:(AUEffect *)effect
{
[self willChangeValueForKey:@"effects"];
[_effectArrayController removeObject:effect];
[self didChangeValueForKey:@"effects"];
}
- (NSArray *)effects
{
return _effectArrayController.arrangedObjects;
}
- (NSArray *)effectsFrom:(NSTimeInterval)begin to:(NSTimeInterval)end
{
return [[_effectArrayController.arrangedObjects objectsPassingTest:^BOOL(AUEffect *effect, BOOL *stop) {
if (effect.startTime >= begin && effect.startTime < end) {
return YES;
}
return NO;
}] allObjects];
}
@end
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

AUTitlebarView.m
Aurora
Created by Jason Dreisbach on 5/22/13.
Copyright (c) 2013 Jason Dreisbach. All rights reserved.

#import "AUTitlebarView.h"
#import "NSView+AUAdditions.h"
#define IN_COLOR_MAIN_START_L [NSColor colorWithDeviceWhite:0.61 alpha:1.0]
#define IN_COLOR_MAIN_END_L [NSColor colorWithDeviceWhite:0.85 alpha:1.0]
#define IN_COLOR_MAIN_BOTTOM_L [NSColor colorWithDeviceWhite:0.458 alpha:1.0]
#define IN_COLOR_NOTMAIN_START_L [NSColor colorWithDeviceWhite:0.828 alpha:1.0]
#define IN_COLOR_NOTMAIN_END_L [NSColor colorWithDeviceWhite:0.926 alpha:1.0]
#define IN_COLOR_NOTMAIN_BOTTOM_L [NSColor colorWithDeviceWhite:0.705 alpha:1.0]
@implementation AUTitlebarView
- (id)initWithFrame:(NSRect)frameRect
{
self = [super initWithFrame:frameRect];
if (self != nil) {
NSNotificationCenter *nc = [NSNotificationCenter defaultCenter];
[nc addObserver:self selector:@selector(_updateBottomBarView) name:NSApplicationDidBecomeActiveNotification object:nil];
[nc addObserver:self selector:@selector(_updateBottomBarView) name:NSApplicationDidResignActiveNotification object:nil];
}
return self;
}
- (void)_updateBottomBarView
{
[self setNeedsDisplay:YES];
}
- (void)drawRect:(NSRect)dirtyRect
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{
BOOL drawsAsMainWindow = ([self.window isMainWindow] && [[NSApplication sharedApplication] isActive]);
NSRect drawingRect = [self bounds];
CGContextRef context = [[NSGraphicsContext currentContext] graphicsPort];
CGContextSaveGState(context);
NSRect clippingRect = drawingRect;
clippingRect.size.height -= 1;
CGPathRef clippingPath = [NSView clippingPathWithRect:drawingRect andRadius:0.0];
CGContextAddPath(context, clippingPath);
CGContextClip(context);
CGPathRelease(clippingPath);
NSColor *startColor = drawsAsMainWindow ? IN_COLOR_MAIN_START_L : IN_COLOR_NOTMAIN_START_L;
NSColor *endColor = drawsAsMainWindow ? IN_COLOR_MAIN_END_L : IN_COLOR_NOTMAIN_END_L;
CGGradientRef gradient = [NSView gradientFromColor:startColor toColor:endColor];
CGContextDrawLinearGradient(context, gradient, CGPointMake(NSMidX(drawingRect), NSMinY(drawingRect)),
CGPointMake(NSMidX(drawingRect), NSMaxY(drawingRect)), 0);
CGGradientRelease(gradient);
NSColor *bottomColor = drawsAsMainWindow ? IN_COLOR_MAIN_BOTTOM_L : IN_COLOR_NOTMAIN_BOTTOM_L;
NSRect bottomRect = NSMakeRect(0.0, NSMinY(drawingRect), NSWidth(drawingRect), 1.0);
[bottomColor set];
NSRectFill(bottomRect);
bottomRect.origin.y += 1.0;
[[NSColor colorWithDeviceWhite:1.0 alpha:0.12] setFill];
[[NSBezierPath bezierPathWithRect:bottomRect] fill];

CGRect noiseRect = NSInsetRect(drawingRect, 1.0, 1.0);
CGPathRef noiseClippingPath = [NSView clippingPathWithRect:noiseRect andRadius:0.0];
CGContextAddPath(context, noiseClippingPath);
CGContextClip(context);
CGPathRelease(noiseClippingPath);
[self drawNoiseWithOpacity:0.1];
CGContextRestoreGState(context);
[super drawRect:dirtyRect];
}
@end
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

AUView.m
Aurora
Created by Jason Dreisbach on 5/4/13.
Copyright (c) 2013 Jason Dreisbach. All rights reserved.

#import "AUView.h"
#import "NSView+AUAdditions.h"
@implementation AUView
- (void)awakeFromNib
{
NSImage *patternImage = [NSImage imageNamed:self.backgroundPatternImageName];
if (patternImage != nil) {
self.customBackgroundColor = [NSColor colorWithPatternImage:patternImage];
}
else {
self.customBackgroundColor = [NSColor whiteColor];
}
}
- (void)drawRect:(NSRect)dirtyRect
{
NSGraphicsContext* theContext = [NSGraphicsContext currentContext];
[theContext saveGraphicsState];
[[NSGraphicsContext currentContext] setPatternPhase:NSMakePoint(0,[self frame].size.height)];
[self.customBackgroundColor set];
NSRectFill([self bounds]);
[theContext restoreGraphicsState];
[super drawRect:dirtyRect];
}
@end
//
//

AUViewController.m
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//
//
//
//
//

Aurora
Created by Jason Dreisbach on 5/22/13.
Copyright (c) 2013 Jason Dreisbach. All rights reserved.

#import "AUViewController.h"
@interface AUViewController ()
@end
@implementation AUViewController
- (AUView *)au_view
{
return [self.view isKindOfClass:[AUView class]] ? (AUView *)self.view : nil;
}
- (IBAction)back:(id)sender
{
[self popViewControllerAnimated:YES];
}
- (void)pushViewController: (NSViewController *)viewController animated: (BOOL)animated
{
[self.navigationController pushViewController:viewController animated:animated];
}
- (NSViewController *)popViewControllerAnimated: (BOOL)animated
{
return [self.navigationController popViewControllerAnimated:animated];
}
- (NSArray *)popToRootViewControllerAnimated: (BOOL)animated
{
return [self.navigationController popToRootViewControllerAnimated:animated];
}
- (NSArray *)popToViewController: (NSViewController *)viewController animated: (BOOL)animated
{
return [self.navigationController popToViewController:viewController animated:animated];
}
@end
//
//
//
//
//
//

BFNavigationController.m
Created by Heiko Dreyer on 26.04.12.
Copyright (c) 2012 boxedfolder.com. All rights reserved.

#import "BFNavigationController.h"
#import "BFViewController.h"
#import "NSView+BFUtilities.h"
static const CGFloat kPushPopAnimationDuration = 0.2;
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
@interface BFNavigationController ()
-(void)_setViewControllers: (NSArray *)controllers animated: (BOOL)animated;
-(void)_navigateFromViewController: (NSViewController *)lastController
toViewController: (NSViewController *)newController
animated: (BOOL)animated
push: (BOOL)push;
@end
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
@implementation BFNavigationController
{
NSMutableArray *_viewControllers;
}
@synthesize delegate = _delegate;
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
#pragma mark - Init Methods
-(id)initWithNibName: (NSString *)nibNameOrNil bundle: (NSBundle *)nibBundleOrNil
{
return [self initWithFrame: NSZeroRect rootViewController: nil];
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}
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
-(id)initWithFrame: (NSRect)aFrame rootViewController: (NSViewController *)controller
{
if(self = [super initWithNibName: nil bundle: nil])
{
// Create view
self.view = [[NSView alloc] initWithFrame: aFrame];
self.view.autoresizingMask = NSViewMinXMargin | NSViewMaxXMargin | NSViewMinYMargin | NSViewMaxYMargin | NSViewWidthSizable | NSViewHeightSizable;
// Add dummy controller if none provided
if(!controller)
{
controller = [[NSViewController alloc] init];
controller.view = [[NSView alloc] initWithFrame: aFrame];
}
_viewControllers = [NSMutableArray array];
[_viewControllers addObject: controller];
controller.view.autoresizingMask = self.view.autoresizingMask;
controller.view.frame = self.view.bounds;
[self.view addSubview: controller.view];
// Initial controller will appear on startup
if([controller respondsToSelector: @selector(viewWillAppear:)])
[(id<BFViewController>)controller viewWillAppear: NO];
}
return self;
}
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
#pragma mark - Accessors
-(NSViewController *)topViewController
{
return [_viewControllers lastObject];
}
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
-(NSViewController *)visibleViewController
{
return [_viewControllers lastObject];
}
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
-(NSArray *)viewControllers
{
return [NSArray arrayWithArray: _viewControllers];
}
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
-(void)setViewControllers: (NSArray *)viewControllers
{
[self _setViewControllers: viewControllers animated: NO];
}
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
-(void)setViewControllers: (NSArray *)viewControllers animated: (BOOL)animated
{
[self _setViewControllers: viewControllers animated: animated];
}
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
#pragma mark - Helpers & Navigation
-(void)_setViewControllers: (NSArray *)controllers animated: (BOOL)animated
{
NSViewController *visibleController = self.visibleViewController;
NSViewController *newTopmostController = [controllers lastObject];
// Decide if pop or push - If visible controller already in new stack, but is not topmost, use pop otherwise push
BOOL push = !([_viewControllers containsObject: newTopmostController] && [_viewControllers indexOfObject: newTopmostController] < [_viewControllers count] - 1);
_viewControllers = [controllers mutableCopy];
// Navigate
[self _navigateFromViewController: visibleController toViewController: newTopmostController animated: animated push: push];
}
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///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
-(void)_navigateFromViewController: (NSViewController *)lastController
toViewController: (NSViewController *)newController
animated: (BOOL)animated
push: (BOOL)push
{
NSRect newControllerStartFrame = self.view.bounds;
NSRect lastControllerEndFrame = self.view.bounds;
newController.view.autoresizingMask = self.view.autoresizingMask;
// Call delegate
if(_delegate && [_delegate respondsToSelector: @selector(navigationController:willShowViewController:animated:)])
[_delegate navigationController: self willShowViewController: newController animated: animated];
// New controller will appear
if([newController respondsToSelector: @selector(viewWillAppear:)])
[(id<BFViewController>)newController viewWillAppear: animated];
// Last controller will disappear
if([lastController respondsToSelector: @selector(viewWillDisappear:)])
[(id<BFViewController>)lastController viewWillDisappear: animated];
// Completion inline Block
void(^navigationCompleted)(BOOL) = ^(BOOL animated){
// Call delegate
if(_delegate && [_delegate respondsToSelector: @selector(navigationController:didShowViewController:animated:)])
[_delegate navigationController: self didShowViewController: newController animated: animated];
// New controller did appear
if([newController respondsToSelector: @selector(viewDidAppear:)])
[(id<BFViewController>)newController viewDidAppear: animated];
// Last controller did disappear
if([lastController respondsToSelector: @selector(viewDidDisappear:)])
[(id<BFViewController>)lastController viewDidDisappear: animated];
};
if(animated)
{
newControllerStartFrame.origin.x = push ? newControllerStartFrame.size.width : -newControllerStartFrame.size.width;
lastControllerEndFrame.origin.x = push ? -lastControllerEndFrame.size.width : lastControllerEndFrame.size.width;
// Assign start frame
newController.view.frame = newControllerStartFrame;
// Remove last controller from superview
[lastController.view removeFromSuperview];
// TODO: if the view is layer backed use core animation
// We use NSImageViews to cache animating views. Of course we could animate using Core Animation layers - Do it if you
like that.
NSImageView *lastControllerImageView = [[NSImageView alloc] initWithFrame: self.view.bounds];
NSImageView *newControllerImageView = [[NSImageView alloc] initWithFrame: newControllerStartFrame];
[lastControllerImageView setImage: [lastController.view flattenWithSubviews]];
[newControllerImageView setImage: [newController.view flattenWithSubviews]];
[self.view addSubview: lastControllerImageView];
[self.view addSubview: newControllerImageView];
// Animation 'block' - Using default timing function
[NSAnimationContext beginGrouping];
[[NSAnimationContext currentContext] setDuration: kPushPopAnimationDuration];
[[lastControllerImageView animator] setFrame: lastControllerEndFrame];
[[newControllerImageView animator] setFrame: self.view.bounds];
[NSAnimationContext endGrouping];
// Could have just called setCompletionHandler: on animation context if it was Lion only.
dispatch_time_t popTime = dispatch_time(DISPATCH_TIME_NOW, kPushPopAnimationDuration * NSEC_PER_SEC);
dispatch_after(popTime, dispatch_get_main_queue(), ^(void){
[lastControllerImageView removeFromSuperview];
[self.view replaceSubview: newControllerImageView with: newController.view];
newController.view.frame = self.view.bounds;
navigationCompleted(animated);
});
}
else
{
newController.view.frame = newControllerStartFrame;
[self.view addSubview: newController.view];
[lastController.view removeFromSuperview];
navigationCompleted(animated);
}
}
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
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///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
#pragma mark - Push / Pop Controllers
-(void)pushViewController: (NSViewController *)viewController animated: (BOOL)animated
{
NSViewController *visibleController = self.visibleViewController;
[_viewControllers addObject: viewController];
// Navigate
[self _navigateFromViewController: visibleController toViewController: [_viewControllers lastObject] animated: animated push:
YES];
}
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
-(NSViewController *)popViewControllerAnimated: (BOOL)animated
{
// Don't pop last controller
if([_viewControllers count] == 1)
return nil;
NSViewController *controller = [_viewControllers lastObject];
[_viewControllers removeLastObject];
// Navigate
[self _navigateFromViewController: controller toViewController: [_viewControllers lastObject] animated: animated push: NO];
// Return popping controller
return controller;
}
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
-(NSArray *)popToRootViewControllerAnimated: (BOOL)animated
{
// Don't pop last controller
if([_viewControllers count] == 1)
return [NSArray array];
NSViewController *rootController = [_viewControllers objectAtIndex: 0];
[_viewControllers removeObject: rootController];
NSArray *dispControllers = [NSArray arrayWithArray: _viewControllers];
_viewControllers = [NSMutableArray arrayWithObject: rootController];
// Navigate
[self _navigateFromViewController: [dispControllers lastObject] toViewController: rootController animated: animated push:
NO];
// Return popping controller stack
return dispControllers;
}
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
-(NSArray *)popToViewController: (NSViewController *)viewController animated: (BOOL)animated
{
NSViewController *visibleController = self.visibleViewController;
// Don't pop last controller
if(![_viewControllers containsObject: viewController] || visibleController == viewController)
return [NSArray array];
NSUInteger index = [_viewControllers indexOfObject: viewController];
NSUInteger length = [_viewControllers count] - (index + 1);
NSRange range = NSMakeRange(index + 1, length);
NSArray *dispControllers = [_viewControllers subarrayWithRange: range];
[_viewControllers removeObjectsInArray: dispControllers];
// Navigate
[self _navigateFromViewController: visibleController toViewController: viewController animated: animated push: NO];
// Return popping controller stack
return dispControllers;
}
@end
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

NSFileManager+DirectoryLocations.m
Created by Matt Gallagher on 06 May 2010
This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied
warranty. In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages
arising from the use of this software. Permission is granted to anyone to
use this software for any purpose, including commercial applications, and to
alter it and redistribute it freely, subject to the following restrictions:
1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not
claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software
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//
//
//
//
//
//
//

in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be
appreciated but is not required.
2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be
misrepresented as being the original software.
3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source
distribution.

#import "NSFileManager+DirectoryLocations.h"
enum
{
!
DirectoryLocationErrorNoPathFound,
!
DirectoryLocationErrorFileExistsAtLocation
};
!
NSString * const DirectoryLocationDomain = @"DirectoryLocationDomain";
@implementation NSFileManager (DirectoryLocations)
//
// findOrCreateDirectory:inDomain:appendPathComponent:error:
//
// Method to tie together the steps of:
//!
1) Locate a standard directory by search path and domain mask
// 2) Select the first path in the results
//!
3) Append a subdirectory to that path
//!
4) Create the directory and intermediate directories if needed
//!
5) Handle errors by emitting a proper NSError object
//
// Parameters:
//
searchPathDirectory - the search path passed to NSSearchPathForDirectoriesInDomains
//
domainMask - the domain mask passed to NSSearchPathForDirectoriesInDomains
//
appendComponent - the subdirectory appended
//
errorOut - any error from file operations
//
// returns the path to the directory (if path found and exists), nil otherwise
//
- (NSString *)findOrCreateDirectory:(NSSearchPathDirectory)searchPathDirectory
!
inDomain:(NSSearchPathDomainMask)domainMask
!
appendPathComponent:(NSString *)appendComponent
!
error:(NSError **)errorOut
{
!
//
!
// Search for the path
!
//
!
NSArray* paths = NSSearchPathForDirectoriesInDomains(
!
!
searchPathDirectory,
!
!
domainMask,
!
!
YES);
!
if ([paths count] == 0)
!
{
!
!
if (errorOut)
!
!
{
!
!
!
NSDictionary *userInfo =
!
!
!
!
[NSDictionary dictionaryWithObjectsAndKeys:
!
!
!
!
!
NSLocalizedStringFromTable(
!
!
!
!
!
!
@"No path found for directory in domain.",
!
!
!
!
!
!
@"Errors",
!
!
!
!
!
nil),
!
!
!
!
!
NSLocalizedDescriptionKey,
!
!
!
!
!
[NSNumber numberWithInteger:searchPathDirectory],
!
!
!
!
!
@"NSSearchPathDirectory",
!
!
!
!
!
[NSNumber numberWithInteger:domainMask],
!
!
!
!
!
@"NSSearchPathDomainMask",
!
!
!
!
nil];
!
!
!
*errorOut =
!
!
!
!
[NSError
!
!
!
!
!
errorWithDomain:DirectoryLocationDomain
!
!
!
!
!
code:DirectoryLocationErrorNoPathFound
!
!
!
!
!
userInfo:userInfo];
!
!
}
!
!
return nil;
!
}
!
!
//
!
// Normally only need the first path returned
!
//
!
NSString *resolvedPath = [paths objectAtIndex:0];
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

//
// Append the extra path component
//
if (appendComponent)
{
!
resolvedPath = [resolvedPath
!
!
stringByAppendingPathComponent:appendComponent];
}
//
// Create the path if it doesn't exist
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!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
}

//
NSError *error = nil;
BOOL success = [self
!
createDirectoryAtPath:resolvedPath
!
withIntermediateDirectories:YES
!
attributes:nil
!
error:&error];
if (!success)
{
!
if (errorOut)
!
{
!
!
*errorOut = error;
!
}
!
return nil;
}
//
// If we've made it this far, we have a success
//
if (errorOut)
{
!
*errorOut = nil;
}
return resolvedPath;

//
// applicationSupportDirectory
//
// Returns the path to the applicationSupportDirectory (creating it if it doesn't
// exist).
//
- (NSString *)applicationSupportDirectory
{
!
NSString *executableName =
!
!
[[[NSBundle mainBundle] infoDictionary] objectForKey:@"CFBundleExecutable"];
!
NSError *error;
!
NSString *result =
!
!
[self
!
!
!
findOrCreateDirectory:NSApplicationSupportDirectory
!
!
!
inDomain:NSUserDomainMask
!
!
!
appendPathComponent:executableName
!
!
!
error:&error];
!
if (!result)
!
{
!
!
NSLog(@"Unable to find or create application support directory:\n%@", error);
!
}
!
return result;
}
@end
#import "NSObject+SPInvocationGrabbing.h"
#import <execinfo.h>
#pragma mark Invocation grabbing
@interface SPInvocationGrabber ()
@property (readwrite, retain, nonatomic) id object;
@property (readwrite, retain, nonatomic) NSInvocation *invocation;
@end
@implementation SPInvocationGrabber
- (id)initWithObject:(id)obj;
{
!
return [self initWithObject:obj stacktraceSaving:YES];
}
-(id)initWithObject:(id)obj stacktraceSaving:(BOOL)saveStack;
{
!
self.object = obj;
!
!

if(saveStack)
!
[self saveBacktrace];

!
return self;
}
-(void)dealloc;
{
!
free(frameStrings);
!
self.object = nil;
!
self.invocation = nil;
!
[super dealloc];
}
@synthesize invocation = _invocation, object = _object;
@synthesize backgroundAfterForward, onMainAfterForward, waitUntilDone;
- (void)runInBackground;
{
!
NSAutoreleasePool *pool = [[NSAutoreleasePool alloc] init];
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!
!
!
!
!
!
}

@try {
!
[self invoke];
}
@finally {
!
[pool drain];
}

- (void)forwardInvocation:(NSInvocation *)anInvocation {
!
[anInvocation retainArguments];
!
anInvocation.target = _object;
!
self.invocation = anInvocation;
!
!
if(backgroundAfterForward)
!
!
[NSThread detachNewThreadSelector:@selector(runInBackground) toTarget:self withObject:nil];
!
else if(onMainAfterForward)
[self performSelectorOnMainThread:@selector(invoke) withObject:nil waitUntilDone:waitUntilDone];
}
- (NSMethodSignature *)methodSignatureForSelector:(SEL)inSelector {
!
NSMethodSignature *signature = [super methodSignatureForSelector:inSelector];
!
if (signature == NULL)
!
!
signature = [_object methodSignatureForSelector:inSelector];
!
}

return signature;

- (void)invoke;
{
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

@try {
!
[_invocation invoke];
}
@catch (NSException * e) {
!
NSLog(@"SPInvocationGrabber's target raised %@:\n\t%@\nInvocation was originally scheduled at:", e.name, e);
!
[self printBacktrace];
!
printf("\n");
!
[e raise];
}

!
!
}

self.invocation = nil;
self.object = nil;

-(void)saveBacktrace;
{
void *backtraceFrames[128];
frameCount = backtrace(&backtraceFrames[0], 128);
frameStrings = backtrace_symbols(&backtraceFrames[0], frameCount);
}
-(void)printBacktrace;
{
!
for(int x = 3; x < frameCount; x++) {
!
!
if(frameStrings[x] == NULL) { break; }
!
!
printf("%s\n", frameStrings[x]);
!
}
}
@end
@implementation NSObject (SPInvocationGrabbing)
-(id)grab;
{
!
return [[[SPInvocationGrabber alloc] initWithObject:self] autorelease];
}
-(id)invokeAfter:(NSTimeInterval)delta;
{
!
id grabber = [self grab];
!
[NSTimer scheduledTimerWithTimeInterval:delta target:grabber selector:@selector(invoke) userInfo:nil repeats:NO];
!
return grabber;
}
- (id)nextRunloop;
{
!
return [self invokeAfter:0];
}
-(id)inBackground;
{
SPInvocationGrabber *grabber = [self grab];
!
grabber.backgroundAfterForward = YES;
!
return grabber;
}
-(id)onMainAsync:(BOOL)async;
{
SPInvocationGrabber *grabber = [self grab];
!
grabber.onMainAfterForward = YES;
grabber.waitUntilDone = !async;
!
return grabber;
}
@end
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//
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//
//
//
//

NSView+AUAdditions.m
Aurora
Created by Jason Dreisbach on 5/4/13.
Copyright (c) 2013 Jason Dreisbach. All rights reserved.

#import "NSView+AUAdditions.h"
@implementation NSView (AUAdditions)
+ (NSMutableDictionary *)au_propertyDictionary
{
static NSMutableDictionary *propertyDictionary = nil;
static dispatch_once_t onceToken;
dispatch_once(&onceToken, ^{
propertyDictionary = [NSMutableDictionary dictionary];
});
return propertyDictionary;
}
- (NSMutableDictionary *)au_properties
{
return [[[self class] au_propertyDictionary] objectForKey:[NSValue valueWithPointer:(__bridge const void *)(self)]];
}
- (void)au_saveProperties:(NSMutableDictionary *)objectProperties
{
[[[self class] au_propertyDictionary] setObject:objectProperties forKey:[NSValue valueWithPointer:(__bridge const void
*)(self)]];
}
- (NSString *)backgroundPatternImageName
{
NSMutableDictionary *objectProperties = [self au_properties];
return objectProperties[@"backgroundPatternImageName"];
}
- (void)setBackgroundPatternImageName:(NSString *)backgroundPatternImageName
{
NSMutableDictionary *objectProperties = [self au_properties] ?: [NSMutableDictionary dictionary];
objectProperties[@"backgroundPatternImageName"] = backgroundPatternImageName;
[self au_saveProperties:objectProperties];
}
+ (CGPathRef)clippingPathWithRect:(NSRect)rect andRadius:(CGFloat)radius
{
CGMutablePathRef path = CGPathCreateMutable();
CGPathMoveToPoint(path, NULL, NSMinX(rect), NSMinY(rect));
CGPathAddLineToPoint(path, NULL, NSMinX(rect), NSMaxY(rect)-radius);
CGPathAddArcToPoint(path, NULL, NSMinX(rect), NSMaxY(rect), NSMinX(rect)+radius, NSMaxY(rect), radius);
CGPathAddLineToPoint(path, NULL, NSMaxX(rect)-radius, NSMaxY(rect));
CGPathAddArcToPoint(path, NULL, NSMaxX(rect), NSMaxY(rect), NSMaxX(rect), NSMaxY(rect)-radius, radius);
CGPathAddLineToPoint(path, NULL, NSMaxX(rect), NSMinY(rect));
CGPathCloseSubpath(path);
return path;
}
+ (CGGradientRef)gradientFromColor:(NSColor *)startingColor toColor:(NSColor *)endingColor
{
CGFloat locations[2] = {0.0f, 1.0f, };
!
CGColorRef cgStartingColor = [startingColor CGColor];
!
CGColorRef cgEndingColor = [endingColor CGColor];
#if __has_feature(objc_arc)
CFArrayRef colors = (__bridge CFArrayRef)[NSArray arrayWithObjects:(__bridge id)cgStartingColor, (__bridge id)cgEndingColor,
nil];
#else
CFArrayRef colors = (CFArrayRef)[NSArray arrayWithObjects:(id)cgStartingColor, (id)cgEndingColor, nil];
#endif
CGColorSpaceRef colorSpace = CGColorSpaceCreateDeviceRGB();
CGGradientRef gradient = CGGradientCreateWithColors(colorSpace, colors, locations);
CGColorSpaceRelease(colorSpace);
return gradient;
}
- (void)drawNoiseWithOpacity:(CGFloat)opacity
{
static CGImageRef noiseImageRef = nil;
static dispatch_once_t oncePredicate;
dispatch_once(&oncePredicate, ^{
NSUInteger width = 124, height = width;
NSUInteger size = width*height;
char *rgba = (char *)malloc(size); srand(120);
for(NSUInteger i=0; i < size; ++i){rgba[i] = rand()%256;}
CGColorSpaceRef colorSpace = CGColorSpaceCreateDeviceGray();
CGContextRef bitmapContext =
CGBitmapContextCreate(rgba, width, height, 8, width, colorSpace, kCGImageAlphaNone);
CFRelease(colorSpace);
noiseImageRef = CGBitmapContextCreateImage(bitmapContext);
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CFRelease(bitmapContext);
free(rgba);
});
CGContextRef context = [[NSGraphicsContext currentContext] graphicsPort];
CGContextSaveGState(context);
CGContextSetAlpha(context, opacity);
CGContextSetBlendMode(context, kCGBlendModeScreen);
if ( [[self window] respondsToSelector:@selector(backingScaleFactor)] ) {
CGFloat scaleFactor = [[self window] backingScaleFactor];
CGContextScaleCTM(context, 1/scaleFactor, 1/scaleFactor);
}
CGRect imageRect = (CGRect){CGPointZero, CGImageGetWidth(noiseImageRef), CGImageGetHeight(noiseImageRef)};
CGContextDrawTiledImage(context, imageRect, noiseImageRef);
CGContextRestoreGState(context);
}
@end
//
//
//
//
//
//

NSView+BFUtilities.m
Created by Heiko Dreyer on 27.04.12.
Copyright (c) 2012 boxedfolder.com. All rights reserved.

#import "NSView+BFUtilities.h"
@implementation NSView (BFUtilities)
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
-(NSImage *)flattenWithSubviews
{
NSRect bounds = self.bounds;
NSSize size = bounds.size;
NSRect fBounds = bounds;
NSPoint offset = NSZeroPoint;
// Don't draw anything if zero size
if(NSEqualSizes(NSZeroSize, size))
return nil;
NSScrollView *hScrollView = self.enclosingScrollView;
// Check if there is an enclosing scrollview
if(hScrollView)
{
NSPoint botLeft;
botLeft.x = NSMinX(hScrollView.bounds);
botLeft.y = hScrollView.isFlipped ? NSMaxY(hScrollView.bounds) : NSMinY(hScrollView.bounds);
offset = [hScrollView convertPoint: botLeft toView: hScrollView.window.contentView];
}
fBounds.origin.x -= offset.x;
fBounds.origin.y -= offset.y;
fBounds.size.width += offset.x;
fBounds.size.height += offset.x;
NSSize fSize = fBounds.size;
NSBitmapImageRep *bitmapRep = [self bitmapImageRepForCachingDisplayInRect: fBounds];
[bitmapRep setSize: fSize];
[self cacheDisplayInRect: fBounds toBitmapImageRep: bitmapRep];
NSImage *image = [[NSImage alloc] initWithSize: size];
[image lockFocus];
[bitmapRep drawAtPoint: fBounds.origin];
[image unlockFocus];
bitmapRep = nil;
return image;
}
@end
// Copyright (c) 2010 Spotify AB
#import "SPMediaKeyTap.h"
#import "NSObject+SPInvocationGrabbing.h" // https://gist.github.com/511181, in submodule
@interface SPMediaKeyTap ()
-(BOOL)shouldInterceptMediaKeyEvents;
-(void)setShouldInterceptMediaKeyEvents:(BOOL)newSetting;
-(void)startWatchingAppSwitching;
-(void)stopWatchingAppSwitching;
-(void)eventTapThread;
@end
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static SPMediaKeyTap *singleton = nil;
static pascal OSStatus appSwitched (EventHandlerCallRef nextHandler, EventRef evt, void* userData);
static pascal OSStatus appTerminated (EventHandlerCallRef nextHandler, EventRef evt, void* userData);
static CGEventRef tapEventCallback(CGEventTapProxy proxy, CGEventType type, CGEventRef event, void *refcon);
// Inspired by http://gist.github.com/546311
@implementation SPMediaKeyTap
#pragma mark #pragma mark Setup and teardown
-(id)initWithDelegate:(id)delegate;
{
!
_delegate = delegate;
!
[self startWatchingAppSwitching];
!
singleton = self;
!
_mediaKeyAppList = [NSMutableArray new];
_tapThreadRL=nil;
_eventPort=nil;
_eventPortSource=nil;
!
return self;
}
-(void)dealloc;
{
!
[self stopWatchingMediaKeys];
!
[self stopWatchingAppSwitching];
!
[_mediaKeyAppList release];
!
[super dealloc];
}
-(void)startWatchingAppSwitching;
{
!
// Listen to "app switched" event, so that we don't intercept media keys if we
!
// weren't the last "media key listening" app to be active
!
EventTypeSpec eventType = { kEventClassApplication, kEventAppFrontSwitched };
OSStatus err = InstallApplicationEventHandler(NewEventHandlerUPP(appSwitched), 1, &eventType, self, &_app_switching_ref);
!
assert(err == noErr);
!
!
eventType.eventKind = kEventAppTerminated;
err = InstallApplicationEventHandler(NewEventHandlerUPP(appTerminated), 1, &eventType, self, &_app_terminating_ref);
!
assert(err == noErr);
}
-(void)stopWatchingAppSwitching;
{
!
if(!_app_switching_ref) return;
!
RemoveEventHandler(_app_switching_ref);
!
_app_switching_ref = NULL;
}
-(void)startWatchingMediaKeys;{
// Prevent having multiple mediaKeys threads
[self stopWatchingMediaKeys];
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

[self setShouldInterceptMediaKeyEvents:YES];
// Add an event tap to intercept the system defined media key events
_eventPort = CGEventTapCreate(kCGSessionEventTap,
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
assert(_eventPort != NULL);

kCGHeadInsertEventTap,
kCGEventTapOptionDefault,
CGEventMaskBit(NX_SYSDEFINED),
tapEventCallback,
self);

_eventPortSource = CFMachPortCreateRunLoopSource(kCFAllocatorSystemDefault, _eventPort, 0);
!
assert(_eventPortSource != NULL);
!
!
// Let's do this in a separate thread so that a slow app doesn't lag the event tap
!
[NSThread detachNewThreadSelector:@selector(eventTapThread) toTarget:self withObject:nil];
}
-(void)stopWatchingMediaKeys;
{
!
// TODO<nevyn>: Shut down thread, remove event tap port and source
if(_tapThreadRL){
CFRunLoopStop(_tapThreadRL);
_tapThreadRL=nil;
}
if(_eventPort){
CFMachPortInvalidate(_eventPort);
CFRelease(_eventPort);
_eventPort=nil;
}
if(_eventPortSource){
CFRelease(_eventPortSource);
_eventPortSource=nil;
}
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}
#pragma mark #pragma mark Accessors
+(BOOL)usesGlobalMediaKeyTap
{
#ifdef _DEBUG
!
// breaking in gdb with a key tap inserted sometimes locks up all mouse and keyboard input forever, forcing reboot
!
return NO;
#else
!
// XXX(nevyn): MediaKey event tap doesn't work on 10.4, feel free to figure out why if you have the energy.
!
return
!
!
![[NSUserDefaults standardUserDefaults] boolForKey:kIgnoreMediaKeysDefaultsKey]
!
!
&& floor(NSAppKitVersionNumber) >= 949/*NSAppKitVersionNumber10_5*/;
#endif
}
+ (NSArray*)defaultMediaKeyUserBundleIdentifiers;
{
!
return [NSArray arrayWithObjects:
!
!
[[NSBundle mainBundle] bundleIdentifier], // your app
!
!
@"com.spotify.client",
!
!
@"com.apple.iTunes",
!
!
@"com.apple.QuickTimePlayerX",
!
!
@"com.apple.quicktimeplayer",
!
!
@"com.apple.iWork.Keynote",
!
!
@"com.apple.iPhoto",
!
!
@"org.videolan.vlc",
!
!
@"com.apple.Aperture",
!
!
@"com.plexsquared.Plex",
!
!
@"com.soundcloud.desktop",
!
!
@"org.niltsh.MPlayerX",
!
!
@"com.ilabs.PandorasHelper",
!
!
@"com.mahasoftware.pandabar",
!
!
@"com.bitcartel.pandorajam",
!
!
@"org.clementine-player.clementine",
!
!
@"fm.last.Last.fm",
!
!
@"fm.last.Scrobbler",
!
!
@"com.beatport.BeatportPro",
!
!
@"com.Timenut.SongKey",
!
!
@"com.macromedia.fireworks", // the tap messes up their mouse input
!
!
@"at.justp.Theremin",
!
!
@"ru.ya.themblsha.YandexMusic",
!
!
@"com.jriver.MediaCenter18",
!
!
@"com.jriver.MediaCenter19",
!
!
@"com.jriver.MediaCenter20",
!
!
nil
!
];
}
-(BOOL)shouldInterceptMediaKeyEvents;
{
!
BOOL shouldIntercept = NO;
!
@synchronized(self) {
!
!
shouldIntercept = _shouldInterceptMediaKeyEvents;
!
}
!
return shouldIntercept;
}
-(void)pauseTapOnTapThread:(BOOL)yeahno;
{
!
CGEventTapEnable(self->_eventPort, yeahno);
}
-(void)setShouldInterceptMediaKeyEvents:(BOOL)newSetting;
{
!
BOOL oldSetting;
!
@synchronized(self) {
!
!
oldSetting = _shouldInterceptMediaKeyEvents;
!
!
_shouldInterceptMediaKeyEvents = newSetting;
!
}
!
if(_tapThreadRL && oldSetting != newSetting) {
!
!
id grab = [self grab];
!
!
[grab pauseTapOnTapThread:newSetting];
!
!
NSTimer *timer = [NSTimer timerWithTimeInterval:0 invocation:[grab invocation] repeats:NO];
!
!
CFRunLoopAddTimer(_tapThreadRL, (CFRunLoopTimerRef)timer, kCFRunLoopCommonModes);
!
}
}
#pragma mark
#pragma mark #pragma mark Event tap callbacks
// Note: method called on background thread
static CGEventRef tapEventCallback2(CGEventTapProxy proxy, CGEventType type, CGEventRef event, void *refcon)
{
!
SPMediaKeyTap *self = refcon;
if(type == kCGEventTapDisabledByTimeout) {
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!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

!
NSLog(@"Media key event tap was disabled by timeout");
!
CGEventTapEnable(self->_eventPort, TRUE);
!
return event;
} else if(type == kCGEventTapDisabledByUserInput) {
!
// Was disabled manually by -[pauseTapOnTapThread]
!
return event;
}
NSEvent *nsEvent = nil;
@try {
!
nsEvent = [NSEvent eventWithCGEvent:event];
}
@catch (NSException * e) {
!
NSLog(@"Strange CGEventType: %d: %@", type, e);
!
assert(0);
!
return event;
}

!
!

if (type != NX_SYSDEFINED || [nsEvent subtype] != SPSystemDefinedEventMediaKeys)
!
return event;

!

int keyCode = (([nsEvent data1] & 0xFFFF0000) >> 16);
if (keyCode != NX_KEYTYPE_PLAY && keyCode != NX_KEYTYPE_FAST && keyCode != NX_KEYTYPE_REWIND && keyCode != NX_KEYTYPE_PREVIOUS && keyCode != NX_KEYTYPE_NEXT)
!
!
return event;
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
}

if (![self shouldInterceptMediaKeyEvents])
!
return event;
[nsEvent retain]; // matched in handleAndReleaseMediaKeyEvent:
[self performSelectorOnMainThread:@selector(handleAndReleaseMediaKeyEvent:) withObject:nsEvent waitUntilDone:NO];
return NULL;

static CGEventRef tapEventCallback(CGEventTapProxy proxy, CGEventType type, CGEventRef event, void *refcon)
{
!
NSAutoreleasePool *pool = [NSAutoreleasePool new];
!
CGEventRef ret = tapEventCallback2(proxy, type, event, refcon);
!
[pool drain];
!
return ret;
}
// event will have been retained in the other thread
-(void)handleAndReleaseMediaKeyEvent:(NSEvent *)event {
!
[event autorelease];
!
!
[_delegate mediaKeyTap:self receivedMediaKeyEvent:event];
}
-(void)eventTapThread;
{
!
_tapThreadRL = CFRunLoopGetCurrent();
!
CFRunLoopAddSource(_tapThreadRL, _eventPortSource, kCFRunLoopCommonModes);
!
CFRunLoopRun();
}
#pragma mark Task switching callbacks
NSString *kMediaKeyUsingBundleIdentifiersDefaultsKey = @"SPApplicationsNeedingMediaKeys";
NSString *kIgnoreMediaKeysDefaultsKey = @"SPIgnoreMediaKeys";

-(void)mediaKeyAppListChanged;
{
!
if([_mediaKeyAppList count] == 0) return;
!
!
/*NSLog(@"--");
!
int i = 0;
!
for (NSValue *psnv in _mediaKeyAppList) {
!
!
ProcessSerialNumber psn; [psnv getValue:&psn];
!
!
NSDictionary *processInfo = [(id)ProcessInformationCopyDictionary(
!
!
!
&psn,
!
!
!
kProcessDictionaryIncludeAllInformationMask
!
!
) autorelease];
!
!
NSString *bundleIdentifier = [processInfo objectForKey:(id)kCFBundleIdentifierKey];
!
!
NSLog(@"%d: %@", i++, bundleIdentifier);
!
}*/
!
ProcessSerialNumber mySerial, topSerial;
!
GetCurrentProcess(&mySerial);
!
[[_mediaKeyAppList objectAtIndex:0] getValue:&topSerial];
!
!
!

Boolean same;
OSErr err = SameProcess(&mySerial, &topSerial, &same);
[self setShouldInterceptMediaKeyEvents:(err == noErr && same)];!

}
-(void)appIsNowFrontmost:(ProcessSerialNumber)psn;
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{
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

NSValue *psnv = [NSValue valueWithBytes:&psn objCType:@encode(ProcessSerialNumber)];
NSDictionary *processInfo = [(id)ProcessInformationCopyDictionary(
!
&psn,
!
kProcessDictionaryIncludeAllInformationMask
) autorelease];
NSString *bundleIdentifier = [processInfo objectForKey:(id)kCFBundleIdentifierKey];

!
NSArray *whitelistIdentifiers = [[NSUserDefaults standardUserDefaults]
arrayForKey:kMediaKeyUsingBundleIdentifiersDefaultsKey];
!
if(![whitelistIdentifiers containsObject:bundleIdentifier]) return;
!
[_mediaKeyAppList removeObject:psnv];
!
[_mediaKeyAppList insertObject:psnv atIndex:0];
!
[self mediaKeyAppListChanged];
}
-(void)appTerminated:(ProcessSerialNumber)psn;
{
!
NSValue *psnv = [NSValue valueWithBytes:&psn objCType:@encode(ProcessSerialNumber)];
!
[_mediaKeyAppList removeObject:psnv];
!
[self mediaKeyAppListChanged];
}
static pascal OSStatus appSwitched (EventHandlerCallRef nextHandler, EventRef evt, void* userData)
{
!
SPMediaKeyTap *self = (id)userData;
ProcessSerialNumber newSerial;
GetFrontProcess(&newSerial);
!
!
!

[self appIsNowFrontmost:newSerial];
!
return CallNextEventHandler(nextHandler, evt);

}
static pascal OSStatus appTerminated (EventHandlerCallRef nextHandler, EventRef evt, void* userData)
{
!
SPMediaKeyTap *self = (id)userData;
!
!
ProcessSerialNumber deadPSN;
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

GetEventParameter(
!
evt,
!
kEventParamProcessID,
!
typeProcessSerialNumber,
!
NULL,
!
sizeof(deadPSN),
!
NULL,
!
&deadPSN
);
[self appTerminated:deadPSN];
return CallNextEventHandler(nextHandler, evt);

}
@end
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

SPPlaylist+AUAdditions.m
Aurora
Created by Jason Dreisbach on 5/16/13.
Copyright (c) 2013 Jason Dreisbach. All rights reserved.

#import "SPPlaylist+AUAdditions.h"
@implementation SPPlaylist (AUAdditions)
+ (NSSet *)keyPathsForValuesAffectingTracks
{
return [NSSet setWithArray:@[@"items"]];
}
- (NSArray *)tracks
{
!
NSMutableArray *tracks = [NSMutableArray arrayWithCapacity:self.items.count];
!
!
for (SPPlaylistItem *anItem in self.items) {
!
!
if (anItem.itemClass == [SPTrack class]) {
!
!
!
[tracks addObject:anItem.item];
!
!
}
!
}
!
!
return [NSArray arrayWithArray:tracks];
}
@end
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//
//
//
//
//
//
//

SPTrack+AUAdditions.m
Aurora
Created by Jason Dreisbach on 5/16/13.
Copyright (c) 2013 Jason Dreisbach. All rights reserved.

#import "SPTrack+AUAdditions.h"
#import "AUTimeline.h"
#import "NSFileManager+DirectoryLocations.h"
@implementation SPTrack (AUAdditions)
+ (NSMutableDictionary *)au_propertyDictionary
{
static NSMutableDictionary *propertyDictionary = nil;
static dispatch_once_t onceToken;
dispatch_once(&onceToken, ^{
propertyDictionary = [NSMutableDictionary dictionary];
});
return propertyDictionary;
}
- (NSMutableDictionary *)au_properties
{
return [[[self class] au_propertyDictionary] objectForKey:[NSValue valueWithPointer:(__bridge const void *)(self)]] ?:
[NSMutableDictionary dictionary];
}
- (void)au_saveProperties:(NSMutableDictionary *)objectProperties
{
[[[self class] au_propertyDictionary] setObject:objectProperties forKey:[NSValue valueWithPointer:(__bridge const void
*)(self)]];
}
- (NSString *)timelineFilePath
{
NSString *timelinePath = [[NSFileManager defaultManager] applicationSupportDirectory];
NSString *identifier = [[[self.spotifyURL absoluteString] componentsSeparatedByString:@":"] lastObject];
return [timelinePath stringByAppendingFormat:@"/timelines/%@.au", identifier];
}
- (AUTimeline *)timeline
{
AUTimeline *timeline = nil;
@synchronized(self) {
NSMutableDictionary *properties = [self au_properties];
timeline = properties[@"timeline"];
if (timeline == nil) {
timeline = [[AUTimeline alloc] initWithContentsOfPath:self.timelineFilePath];
timeline.duration = self.duration;
properties[@"timeline"] = timeline;
[self au_saveProperties:properties];
}
}
return timeline;
}
- (void)saveTimeline
{
[self.timeline writeToFile:self.timelineFilePath];
}
@end
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

main.m
Aurora
Created by Jason Dreisbach on 5/1/13.
Copyright (c) 2013 Jason Dreisbach. All rights reserved.

#import <Cocoa/Cocoa.h>
int main(int argc, char *argv[])
{
return NSApplicationMain(argc, (const char **)argv);
}
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